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From Macmillan's Magazine
Robert Gould Shaw.
MRS.

GASKBLL.

I should like some of the readers of Macmillan to remember the name of the late Colonel
Robert Gould Shaw, as the name of one who
gave up his life for what he believed to be right
—deliberately risked aud cheerfully laid down a
prosperous, happy, beloved and loving life.
Forgive me, dear American friends, if I seem
to trench a little too much on what is personal.
Before I end my narrative I think you will understand why 1 do it.
My first acquaintance with the Shaw family
Mrs. Shaw and
wee in Paris, in the year 1855.
her young daughters were spending the winter
there; Mr. Shaw had gone to America to superintend the building of a large family house on
Staten Island, the pleasant suburb of New
York. There was only one son, Robert Gould
Shaw, and he was absent from Paris at this time
—studying in Germany, Pathink. The family
had been for nearly five years in Europe, traveling in Italy and Egypt,aud stopping where they
liked, after the manner of wealthy Americans,
and educating their children not after the usual
1 remember the
manner of wealthy people.
large, pleasant suite of rooms, looking into the
Tuiieries gardens, occupied by Mrs. Shaw aud
her daughters; the pretty, thoughtful, original
girls, clustering around their sweet, loving
mother; the birds and pet animals which she
taught them to care tor and attend to. 1 recollect scraps of the conversation of those days;
how Mrs. Shaw spoke of her husband as the
true and faithful descendant of one of the Pilgrim Fathers who had left everything for conscience’s sake; how anxious she was that, while
her daughters Iwnefitted in every way by the
real advantages which Puris oftered in the way
of intellectual education, they should not bo
tainted by the worldliness and the love of dress
so often fostered by a residence there. She spoke
of the pity it was that the American girls in
general were so encouraged by the wealth of
their parents, to spend great sums of money on
themselves, so that this habit ot expenditure
always produced a self-indulgent character, and
•really often became an obstacle to man mg— of
true love; anil then she went on to say how she
aad tier husband feared the adoption of riches
as a comparative standard of worth. Hut,again,
she w»» fully alive to the real advantages that
might V* derived from wealth. One of her
daughters drew well, and loved animals; she
The house at
had lessons from Rosa Bonheur.
Staten Island was to be a home not merely for
their children, but for their children's friends;
each child was to have a sitting-room and Bedroom, and an extra bedroom opening into the
sitting-room for a friend. These plans came
hglitly to the surface of conversation, and every
now and then I had glimpses uuconsciously to
my friend, of what she and her husband felt to
be the deeper responsibilities of their position.
Well, this happy, prosperous family returned
From time to time 1
to America the next year.
gave English friends going to New York introductions to the Shaws; uuu one and all spoke of
the kind hospitality which was shown to them—
the bright home, full treasures of European art,
.collected durimr their five years’ travel; the upright, honorable father, the sweet mother, the
eldest daughter,now married and living at home
*'ith her husband—(I thought how well the e.luca tion had answered that had led to a “martruc minds," to which no want of riches
riage
on the distinguished husband’s part had proved
an

“Imp edimeut”)—the pretty, elegant daugh-

ters, playi US at croquet on the lawn, before
the game w 'a so common in England—the noble
handsome, oUy son, with both his parents’
character blended in his, and a sunny life of
prosperity before him.
That was the last picture I had of the home
on Staten Island before the war broke out.
i knew that my friends were deeply impressed
with the sin of slavery; they were thoughtful
Abolitionists, and had taken part in all political
questions bearing upon the subjects both before
and after their residence in Europe. 1 had letters
on the subject of the war as likely to affect slavery, within a month or two after the affair at
Fort Sumter. They were not the fanatical letters of new converts to an opinion; still less
were they the letters of people taking up a great
moral question as a party cry. They were the
letters of men and women deeply impressed
with the sense of a great national sin, in which
they themselves were, to a certain degree implicated; and, without too much easting stones at
others, they spoke of slavery as a crime which
must be done away with, and for the doing away
of which they were not metely willing, but desirous, to make their own personal srcrifices.
The sacrifice has been made, and is accepted of
God.
1 * I'peon ♦ 1 V I

One poor fellow, struck no doubt by
the Colonel's determined bearing, exclaimed as
he was pasting him; “Colonel, Twill stay with
you till I die;” and he kept his word; he has
never been seen since.
The 54th colored Massachusetts regiment held
the right wing of the storming column that attacked Fort Wagner on the 18th of July last. It
went into action 650 strong, and came out with
a loss of a third of the men. and a still
larger
proportion of officers, but eight out of twentythree coming out uninjured. The regiment was
marched up in column by wings, the first being
under the command of Colonel Shaw.
When
1000 yards from the fort, the enemy opened
upon them witli shot, shell and canister.
They
passed through the storm and cheered and
shouted as they advanced. When within a hundred yards of the fort, the musketry from it
opened with such terrible effect that the first
battalion
for an instai t.
Col.
Shaw sprang forward, and, waving his sword,
cried “forward, my brave boys,” and, with
another cheer and shout, they rushed through
the ditch, gained the parapet on the right, and
were soon hand to hand with the
enemy. Colonel Shaw was one of the first to scale the walls.
He stood erect to urge foiward his men, and,
while shouting to them to press forward, he was
shat dead and fell into the fort. His body was
found with twenty of his men lying dead around
him, two lying on his own body. In the morning they were all buried in the same pit.
I must not forget to name one of Colonel
Shaw’s men—one of his “niggers” (as the Confederates called them,) when the Federate asked
for his body the day after the fight.
“Colonel
Shaw!” they said, “we buried him below his
niggers!” One of his niggers was a Sergeant
William Carney, who caught the colors from a
wounded color-bearer, and was the first man to
the stars and strij>es on Fort Wagner. As
le saw the men falling back,
himself wounded
in the breast, he brought the colors off, creepon
his
his
wound with one
knees, pressing
ing
hand, and with the other holding up the banThe moment he
ner, the sign of his freedom.
was seen crawling into
hospital with the flag
still in his possession, his wounded companions,
both black and white, rose from the straw on
which they were lying and cheered him until,
In reexhausted, they could cheer no longer.
sponse to this reception the brave standard| bearer said, “boys, 1 but did my duty ; the dear
old flag never touched the ground!”
And now Robert Gould Shaw is dead; the
rich, prosperous young man, who might have
lived at his house in the beautiful home on
Staten Island, is dead.
He, who might have
fought gallantly in splendid uniform on a noble
his
fellows
in riches and station,
j charger among
among the depised colored
j! is dead—fighting
people, among whom the last mouths of his life
were passed—buried beneath his niggers with
and insult.
contempt
It makes my heart burn when I read the false
statements sometimes put out by English papers
to the effect that the higher class of Northerners
shirk their part of sacrifice and suffering, and
that, in fact, the Federal regiments are filled with
mercenaries, German or Irish. I, one English
individual, know of my own personal knowledge of three only sons of rich parents, living
in nappy homes, full of gladness and hope, who
ha^ left all—I will say it
to follow Christ;
and liavelaid down their lives, for no party ofc>for
no
mere
ject,
political feeliug; but to see if
their lives might avail, if ever so little, to set
the
free. And the mother of one of
these dead sons is giving, her friends fear, far
too liberally to procure comforts, and even luxuries, for the Confederate prisoners in Fort
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son, had entered the 7th New York Lancers, the crack regiment into which all the young
of
the “upper ten thousand” entered; a
jnen
•lashing corps, splendidly horsed and arrayed.
I remember well bow 1 used to look for any
mention of this 7th Lancers! By-and-by, perhaps before the war had dee|ieucd to grim, terribly earnest, Mrs. Hliuw scut me word how, unable almost to bear the long separation from her
ouly hoy, she uud his sisters had gone to camp
(I forget where) to see him. And then he was
at home on leave; and then he was engaged to a
he had
sweet, pretty young lady; and then
left the gay regiments of the 7th Lancers, and
had gone to live with, aud traip and teach, the
poor forlorn colored people, “niggers,” who
were going to tight for the freedom of their
brothers in the South. The repugnance of the
Northerners to personal contact with black or
colored people has been repeatedly spoken ofby
all travelers in America.
Probably Colonel
•Shaw had le-s of this feeling than a Northerner
would have had who had been entirely brought
up in America; hut still it must have required
that deep root of willingness to do (iod’s will
out of which springs the truest moral courage,
to have enabled him to march out of New York
at the head of the Massachusetts 54th, all black
or colored men, amidst the jeers and scoffing* of
the “roughs,” aud the contemptuous pity of
Yet this
many who should have known better.
did Colonel Shaw, one day last spring, with a
trustful
heart, leaving mother, leaving
brave
new-made wife, to go forth aud live amongst his
the first regiment of niggers
men,
despised
poor
called info the ficld.and to share their hardships,
and to teach them the deepest nnd most precious
knowledge that he had himself.
Two mouths afterwards lie was with them before Fort Wagner, “sitting on the ground and
talking to his men,” says an eye-witness, “very
lie told them how the
liimiliarly aud kindly.”
eyes of thousands would look on the night's
work on which they were about to cuter; and he
said, “Now, boys, I want you to be men !” lie
would walk along the line, and speak words of
chsfr to his men. We could sue that he was a
man w ho hail counted the cost of the undertaking before him, for his words were spoken so
ominously, (remember the Confederates had
openly threatened to make an especial aim of
every white officer leading colored troops), his
lips were compressed, and now and then there
was visible a slight twitching of the corners of
the mouth, like one bent on accomplishing or
—
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“It is easier to pay

<mall price
large one.”

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Great Fire in West Meriden. Ct.

VALENTINE & BUTLER’S

FEUCHTWANGER &
Near the Post

Alum Patent Fire Proof Safe

AT

EDWARDS,”
Commission and Forwarding
THOMPSON &

Fionr.

HANTS,

Still

UKKtR BY

Satinets, Eassimeres,

PBBM1BBIOX TO

29

Cash!

GBKAT VA BUSTY OF

Bird Cage*,

Toys, Marbles,

fORT
All>. LADIES' RETICULES AND
BAGS, DRUMS. VjOLINS, GUITARS,
VIOLIN STRINGS,
WRITING EE8K8, WORK BOXES, 4to.

At

the

Old

Stiind, 29

j

Patent Molded Collar.”
Sold by all dealers in Men's Furnishing Goods.
The Trade supplied by HATCH. JOHNSON fc Co.
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in Men's Furnishing Goods and Umbrellas 81 Davokphirk St., P»<>bton, Maks,
meh22 eod3m

29

NO.

they

where

Exchange

SIMMONS, who has had twenty-five years
experience in tha

MR.

Malden Dye He use,

PORTLAND

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing

under the
X stylo of KN1GUT k TRUST i* thi< day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs of the late
Arm will be settled by 8. I>. Knight at No 2 I.ime
*
l» KNiuht,
II. A. FROST.
Portland,March 1,1864.

DYE

HOUSE,

fit HE undersigned have this day formed
X nership under the firm of

Uoo(U, Flowers,

Ac.

fllflKpubscriber is bow opening and daily rccelvX lug, the latest styles ot' Straw Goode, Flowers Ac., which will be sold at the lowest
prices,
at w holesale only.
144 MIDDLE STREET.
JOHN E. PALMER.
Portland, March 15.18'‘.4
mchl6eod4w*

JOHNS’

(il’CCEfi.HORP

to

cooking

use.

Other

varieties, to wit:

LEHIGH, Sugar Loaf, and Ilazleton.
SCIICYLKILL, (W. Ash,) Lorust Mountain.
RED ASH, the genuine FRANKLIN COAL.
Also, the Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL* a prime article for
Smiths' use.
FT" All coal from this wharf, will be sent in good
order, carefully picked and screened.
JAMES II. BAKER.

mch3iseodtf

GRAFTS Ss

WILLIAMS.

SuciKSHOK* TO J. W. HUN NEWELL A
No. 6 6 7 A 8 Commercial Wharf, Boston.

Co.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in Drugs, AJtdicities, Paints, Oils, Dye Stujf's, Manufacturers, articles and Chemicals. Manufacturers of Coj al Varuislir*, Japan Ac. Agents for Forest Hirer Lead
Mystic Lead Co. French and Jmeritan Zinc,
Drug {is*’s, Perfumers aud Manor Isabels. General
Agont* for J. L. Huunewoll’s Universal Cough Itemody, Tolu Anodyne and Electric Pills. mch2teod3in

(1
y
or.

Portland,

pointed lo.juallity

erg

Navy.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
March 24th. 1804.
Proposals will he received at theoflice
of the Civil Engineers, until Saturday, April
third, A. D., eighteen hundred and sixty-four, for
grading Congress Street from the Eastern Pr<>m#
nade. to East Commercial Street, ai d three hundred
feet in length ot said Commercial Street.
The Contractor to have the surplus material
'1 he Committee reserve the right to rej*-«t all proposals not deemed for the interest of the City.
Per order of Com. on Streets. Ac.
J. E. DONNELL, Chairman.
mch24 eodtd

SEALED

CITY OF PORTLAND.
March 24tli. 1804.
be received at the office
of the Civil Engineers, until Sat
rday. April
A. D., eighteen huudrtd and sixty-four, for
filling that po'tion of Maple Street adioinipg the
new building now iu
process of erection on said

SEALED

Proposal* will

Street.
The Committee

posal* not

re*erve the right to reject all
deemed for the interact of the City.
on Streets Ac.

pro-

Per order Com.
mch24 eodtd

J. E. DONNELL, Chairman.

LEWIS

OF IIA It I

Capital

Bt tween
J.

M.

Fore and

Commercial 8treets.

K MIGHT.

Portland

8. D. KNK.UT,

Mnrrh 1

mnlilit dlf

OF’

Capital

Wanted One Hundred

98

Nortli

Capital

P

DING HABITS. ZOUAVE JACKETS, and
f or Ladles, cat and made to orA. D. REEVES', 98 Exchange St.
der,
TO I

REEVES’,

being live of the persons namIncorporation of tne Portland
Dock
Dry
Company, hereby notify a meeting ot
said Corporation at tkc rooms of the Hoard ol
f rade, on Monday, KStti init.at 4 p. M.,to decide upon
the acceptance o> the Act of Incorporation, and for
the purpose of organizing said Company
JACOB MiLELLAN,
undersigned
rpiIE
I ed iu the Act of

T. C. HEK8EY,
C. M DAVIS,
WM. W. WOODBURY,
O M MARKET!

The subscribers to the Dry Dock
meet at same time and place,
mehl -tan

are

requested

TIIK

shape
Clothing
and Boys made to order with neatness
EVERYTHING
A. D.
at
98
of

for Men
and die*
Exchange St.

REEVES’,

patoh,

three

OF CLOTHS, Cashmeres and Vest-

hand at
VARIETY
ings always
A. D.
on

and Naval Officer

ATTENTION

District

or

PURSUANT

The manufacturers have ths written testimony ot
hundred of the be9t Organists and Musicians,
foreign and native, to the effect that they are

superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever seen.
the teat in onials of such as
Thai berg, Morgan and Aundel, is the following from
(jottschalk:

“MKaatta. Mahon & FIamlix -I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
every household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate cxpeuse. Your Cabinet
instrument, worthy of
Organ is truly a
the high praise it has receive*}, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. 1 take pleasure
in oommending it most heartily as everywhere worthy x place beside the Piano Porte, to which it is a
for rendering
fine complement, from its
much delightflil music, sacred, secular, classic ana
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”

charming

capacity

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR. Secretar.

Now is your time to strike our Nation’s foe.
All withing to do so are requested to call at

EDWARD
oct27 lyeod

J. M. TODD’S,
Corner of Middle & Exchange Streets.
Who has been authorized

to

bu iuess, is well fouud in sad and rigging,’
and will be sold low if
for soon.
Apply to Robert Watson, Uarpswell Great Is'aud,
or to Dana A Co., Commercial Street, Portland.

For

Per Order.

the manufacturers’ prices.

Removal*

DR.

LUDWIG has removed to No. uO High

Portland,

No. 849 1-2 Btewart’a Block, Congreaa Bt
deofi rft*

JAMES T. FATTEN A

TO SHIP

_[rooms,

a

Resort

nearly new, has twenty-two
large hall, piazza above and below,

and is in good repair.
Connected with the house is a good stable.
property will be sold low
Apply to Rnbart Wa’son on the premises,
Dana v Co.. Commercial Street. Portland,
mcbld eod3w •

To

Itlnnuliu-uirerfi, Ship

This
or

to

Builders,

D persons desirous of Real Estate Investments,
the following property is ottered at good
bargains.
2) Houses at prices from $15j0 to #f,ooo
100 *ouse Lots at prices from $3«>0 to #3noo
2000 Feet of water front suitable for wharves
Ship
yards, Manufacturing Sites, fronting deep water
with tine soring of water «d acent tbereto and a
of it adjoining the Grand Trunk Rad Hoad,
horn which freight may be deposited on the
MOSES GuULD, 74 Middle St.
mchl7 8nt

AN

portion

premises’.

NEW

ORLEANS.

Timhkr

asd

Pi.ank.

Have for sale at their Wharf, Central Square,
E HT Boston, 250.000 Locust rind Oak Treenails.
2,000 Hackmatack Knees, planed. Also White Oak
Plank andTimceRjChestnot Board* and Plank
U’im.v

Pivi-

lo

ir.Pt

awl-

Furnishing

a,.

i*«»i,,-

Oak Plank

...

by the Cargo.

Superior Family Flour.
BARRELS of superior h lour; suitable for
family use. Also a few barrels of Bald*
ciu and Greening Apples, for sale at the lowest
wash price by
JOHN PURINTON,
\

"

No. 138 Fort St

fob‘29. eod4 w

Notice.
A LL persons

2 m. Fire
on or before

having Bills against the Portland
to present them
the ‘25th iust for settlement.
H C. BARNES, Chiaf Engineer
March 9th, 1364.
mcli9 dtd

Department, are requested

Portland.

AN iu
who can

Wanted.
Jobbing House,

tonlss ot.. New Orleans. La.

in Boston, to
oue
bring a good Cash Trade. A lib*
eral compensation will be givon. Address Box 8112,
meh5eod3w*
Boston, Mass.

Particular at teiUion given to Consignment .<
of vessels, Lumber, Hay, Oats, ffc.
mch23 d8m

Deck Flunk.
24. 3 and 84 inch SEASONED WHITE
PINE DECK PLAnK at Bangor, lor
sale by
S C. DYER,
feb36 dim*
No 8 Central W hart.

S. D. MOODY & CO.,
OouimiMision. Merchant, 07 Tchoupl-

Keferenc‘8: Baker k
Morrill, Boston: Franklin Snow k Co., Boston;
Wise a Russell, Boston; C. Nickerson A Co., N. Y.;
Rich A Co., St. Louis.

SALK3M

OAF!

M

a

BKEEll

w„k.

*r#ro»u>.

Sc

Stock and

TIKE V,

SHOKS,

Boston.

relying

'W’anted.!
Second-Hand Caudle Boxes,
No. 60 Portland Street. Portland.

always

We bave

tnkeu especial

pain*

by mail.

A

1'eblV dtf

,

WOODMAN, TBVB * COM
AGENTS,

Collection District of State of Maine,

‘ill Exchange Street,
POKTURD, July litll,

Internal Revenue

a

&

forty

lalidtf

DULUI

C0.~

THE BOSTON IT HE BKIC'K
And Clay Retort Manufacturing Co., Works, 3»4
Federal strett. Office aud Warehouse 13 Liberty
Square aud 7 Batter) march St, manufacture Fire
Brick, a.l shapes ami sire*, for furnaces required to
stand the most interne heat also Furnace Blocks
and Slabs, Looomotive Fire Blocks, Bakers’Oven
aud (areen house Tiles, Clay Retorts aud nece ssary
Tiles to set them, Fire Cement, FireClay and Kaolin.

A CO.
18 Liberty Square, Boston,

DAMON,

A CARD.

DR. S. C.

as

any other

Company. The issue ol Free Po.icies render-* it at
the least equal if not superior to the participation
Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Sec.
Feb 16 dtwlf,

Office No. 102

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

BEKTIS1,
170 Middl
Street.

A

omiMTAT STUCCO A MIST1C THUD.

furuDh the public with
ail kiuds of Plaster Omaas cheap as any other estat llsmeut in the
State, aud at the chortest notice.
We will aho give prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whitening. White Washing and Color-

prepared
and
ARECenter Pieces
incuts

ing

to

Please leave your orders at
opposite tne Riding School.

Maj 24,18*3.

IT

the pan*

lio. Dr. Flaneur, from long experience, ieDn*er.
ed to insert Artidcial Teeth on the Valeaaite
and nil other method. known to the profh**4nw.
Portland. Mar 14.18M
t»

BaZoT'*

SHEMMTj

Hair C'utter and Wig

Halter,

No. 13 Market Square, Port1 'no. (ap atalra.)
gy Separate room for Ladiee' and Children's Btlr
A good stock of Wigs, Hair-Wigs, Bunds, Braids,
Curls, Frizetu, rads. Bolls, Crimping Boards, Be.,
%o.. constantly on baudleSS'ttdlf

TL E ML

No. 6 South street
tei>26 dStn

0_ V

-A. L..

DK. NEWTON
ST
of Franklin street.
HAS
Strict,
Office
heretofore, No. 11A
removal hi, reeideno* to No.

JHMle

corner

Exckam^o 8troo4%

la
Noble's Block, upstairs. Office hours from 9 te lil
A M
from 2 to 3, aud from 8 to f o'clock F. M.
Dr. N. will ooutinue, in connection with general
practice, to gire special attentioa to DISEASES OF
a*

FEMALES

oeOdtf

M.

PEARSON,

Silver
AUD

Plater,

MABUrACTVRUa

SILVER

OF

WARE,

238 Congrats St.,Opp. Court Uouae Port laud. Me
IM~A1I kind,of WARE, .ucha* Enina, Pork*.
Spoon,. Cake Baeket,. Caiton, to, paled la the
beat

manner.

AI<o, RKPAIR 1X0 and RMFlIfISHIffO Old
SUrer Ware.
Jaa» d*aa

AM)

COAL.

CHEAP FOR CASH !

$950.

$9.50

CHEAPJJOAL.

TRIUR LOT CHESTNUT COAL 44.S0 a TON,
MOUNTAIN. LEHIGH. HKZILTON,
LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS. DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLACK HEATH. That Coal* at* of lb*
very brat quality, well .ereanad aud picked, au4
SPUING
SUGAR

warranted to

give satisfaction.
Aleo lor

sale beat of

HARD AND SOFT WOOD,
delivered lo any part of the city.
Orrira

plastehehs,
mil

FERNALD,

No.

\YO«H

Company.
low

Partlaad, M*.

i__taMtf

Cutting.

..

IRON,

as

MERRILL'S WHARF,

HEAD or

('•■■•ratal Slraal.

JOHN F.

Abo, BAR, SJIBETit BOILER PLATE IROS,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We *halleontiune to receive, in addition to our
Amtrican Brick, u regular supply of
ENGLISH, SCOTCH, Sc WELCH FIRE BRICK
inchll eod6iu

insured aud at rates

M-

Corn, Flour and Grain,

pfttient*

of
at

BOSTON
Are prepared to order at favorable rates, COLTNESS and GLENGAKNuCK

Skllxxu Agists,
mchll t-odbiu

Kk

PORTLAND

of hie entire

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

JAM KS

GAS FITTING,

Inter*** la Mi
diepoeed
HAVING
Office to Dr. S.C t l.UNALD, woald ehoorfally
reocommend him to hi* former
and

MILLER. Collector

JAMES EDMOND

AND

Or. J. H. HEALD

following
Le« than $60 at par.
•60 to $1000, 4 percent, discount.
•1000 and upwards, 6 per oent. discount.

SQUARE*

WINSLOW, Arcs l,

Co«ki, ViItm, HumSOmiiUm, Wketo,
Ml* or ItotmU.

Portland,

Stamps.

been made

nku4

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

ISOS.

Office having
depository
Revenue Stamp*, the public will be supplied
THIS
the
rate*:

13 LIBERTV

>i4t«-.liMkMml.

ukim

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

Commkaciai. St., head of Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUND* 4k BOW.

foblddly__
WARREN’S IJIPOBVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF

FELT COMPOSITION,
-AKD-

O-ravol

Roofing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

K. HKRSEY, Agant,
To Itlaiiiiracniri'N.
No.6 Cnloa Street.
jandtl dir
being in correspondence with an
Emigration Agent in Birmingham. England,
has
been
in
the
business f *r a loug timo will
(who
FERTILIZERS.
obtain through that Agency Artisans or Workmen
!
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
1 LJ XA BBLS COE S SUPER PHOS LIME,
EDWARD SH%W.
I lcNOA M0“ LLOYDS’.
March 9,18<>4 tf
W 1 Middle street, Portland.
*>>•• LODI PODDBETTE.
160" LI ITLKFIKLD's POUDKMTTE.
For
aale at mauulkcturer'a pi lee* by
STEPHEN II. \OHTO\ & CO.,
KEYIIAliL A WHITNEY.
Boom Fiiiten, Crainfn, tUiitr*, iS Paprr Bingen,
felt dieSm
Portland Feb. 8. 1864.

TUK

subscriber

~

Comer qf Lime and Federal St$., Portland, Me.
|sSd9»* IR A T. HR A CK «TT.
VORTON.

Book Card & Fanov Printing
to

SEWING MACHINESI

feblO d* w3m

ST1SR1S B

lEum«diMi‘ly,

R>8~

S IIV lit K

to

jauT dtf

tbfny

BP'-Orders for Machine Jobbing, Patterns and
Forgings, promptly eueonted.
oat

AI.BEUT HUB 4k CO,

our customer* RELIABLE GOODS, and beeve none have given better *atuiacti -n.
Country
dealer* are invited to examine our *tock before purchasing. Particular atteutiou given to orders re-

now

aud having large experience in tuai uranch, wou’d
call the attention of the trade to the same. We
shall iu luture be much better able to
supply the demauils of the trade then lure to tore, ana are confident that iu the quality, both of our stock and work,
we can give satisfaction, as we manufacture ex pressly for the retail trade. I hose buying for cash will
tiud it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists in part of RUBBERS, SOLE and WAX
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF',
French Kip, Lemoinr and.Iadob Calf, Con* and Kid
Stork, Sert/ff and Web*, Boot and Shoe Machinery
and Findings r/ all kinds.
Mr. Edmi’md Liuhy, late of the firm of Messrs.
Chos. J. Walker k Co has associated himself wi»h
us, and
on hir many years experience iu
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
TYLEK k LAMB.
stitomeuts.
fobd U4m
Portland, Fob. 1. 1864.

Wuiilttd

In connection with the above la aa Iron Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Mill wrights,und Ship-Build*
era is invited—and all kinds ol Castings furnished
at short notice.

Findings.

(Successors to Joseph 0 ray k Co.,)

second baud iteara Engine, of
home power. Enquire of

Houses, Stores, and other buildings, AUed With
Gas and Steam in the best manner.

Work* 8 Union Bt., and US tailV«*M.

6ive

RANDALL & McALLISTER

riUlE undersigned having greatly increased their
JL
facilities for maunfacturing

hJleji, U

deecripti->na, and all
required in building
Foutifhatious.
IronStair* an«l other Architectural Walk*
kinds of work

Don* 1» tk* b**t-

Company will issue Polices to be free after the
payment ol six, eight or ten Premiums at the option

dtuaxjEhs.

patterns,

all

iaioHT nounk w ouk of

STEAM

ing importers and manufacturer*, enable* u* to *ell
the Mine article* a* low a« they can be bought in

companies.

At

of various rtsae and

8t«u rip ud rutirta, Mill fieatiig, Skafii^,

u> itikt MscurriiH it nciuni,

Importer* of
Serges, Lasting* ami (•iissettings,
And the only M inufacturer« of
KID AND GOAT STOCK
in the State. Having had large experience, and be-

The Public arc invited to give
bound to give satisfaction to all
their custom.

BOOTS AND

prepared to Urniak

STEAM EHOIHES and BOILXBI,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe

of the

to

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St.,
Is

N"o.

SUM

arTJdtf

NO. BO UNION 8TREET,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Denier* in

All Kinds of Hard and Kofi Wood.

>

tent ion paid to
inch2l d3m

..

This

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.

If

umiomn ot

April*V 1M*

war-

call, as we are
who favor us with

to do all kinde of CABARET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

I. L.

(1AA BOLTS Superior Bleaobod
A\J\J 300 do All Long tlax “Goterumtnt coctrwt,"
800 do Katra All Long flu
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boatoa.

aug'iO ly

BUILDERS.

in SHIP

I

CO.,

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

us a

UPHOLSTERERt
Ho 61 Union Street,

Hm41m ill Trlmaimit* iln;i

PARTICIPATION.

quality, and

CABUEY,

CABINET MAKER

l»o«. M

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY,
AT SHOUT NOTICE.

mchl7dtf

I

Canvas,

Scotch

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,
Our Coal is of tho very BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

St.,

HAVE this day admitted AMOS L. MILLETT
as an equal partner in my Grocery business.
Hereafter the business will be conducted under the
style aud name of WILSON k M1LLE1T, at the
old stand. 372 Congress street.
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Jan. 1.1804.
Jan2-lwteodtf

(COMMISSION
J retail dealers

Hotel known as the I’nion House
I Uarpswell, Great Island, very finely situaThe

tor a Summer
tedThe
house is

of Congress.
March 17, 1-Sot.

corm-r

oci# dtf

all drurlpllan.

H. 8. EDWARDS,

The undesigned will give their spetial attention
that al orders for the above mauul'actureare executed with promptness.

-AT TUB-

mcho eodSw*

P. S. & J. B. HUOKINS,
MERCHANTS, and wholesale and

Sale.

103 Middle Street.

Coal and 'Wood!

EnlDt lor all the

Uegiineuts and Battery s new and old in the field,
all wishing to enter the service will liud it to their*
advantage to call on him befi re enlisting.

Copartnership Notice.

President Washington," about
60 ton* burthen, rebuilt in 1868, weJ
adaiit-d to tbe coasting and freighting

SHAW, Agent,

Entrance 74 Middle Street.

Schooner (or Sale.
The schi

rrtes,

af

tiorrscuALK.

New York. 22d 8ept.,1863
These Instruments may be found at the Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at

PIG

Exchange

NEW YORK.

est

Burning to Avenge their Country’s Wrong.

sold.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-fourth day of
March, A. D., 16t>4.
CHARLES CLARK.
U. S. Marshal. Dist. ol Me.
mcU24 dtd

LITTLE, Agent.

Gapiial $200,000,

ONE

ruaey Caadiea

ORGANS.

NATH'L J.

(■•are Buihlmgt, Merchnudite, 11
uphold Furniture, Rents, Lratrs, Vessel *• on tlae Storks, nud other Personal Property at tne Low-

-WHO ARE—

of Sale, to me directed. from the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge of
the United States District Court, within and for the
Disrict of Maine, I shall expose and sell at Public
vendue to the highest bidder therelor, the folio* ing
property and merchandize, at the tune and place,
within said District, as foillo « s, viz
At the AntTioN Room ok E. M. Patton No. 12.
Exiiiakuk Street, tn Portland, on Tuesday the
twenty-ninth dau of Man h current, at ten o'clock
A M
Sundry Hoods, Wares, and Merchandize
saved from the wreck of the English Steamer
Bohemian; the saute having been decreed liable
to sal\age by the District Courts of the United
States, for the District of Maine, and ordered to be

Wn. D.
M WfcF ft weow6«r

Tobaeea,
rip.,

Bar dines.

SIAORT NOTICE.
Portland. May 19,18%.

Surplus,.$150,000.

jaw yean.

in

given
getting up Boy*
SPECIAL
Jackets, Pants and Overcoats at
A D REEVES’, 98
novlO dtf
8t.

HO EVERY

Ameuica, 1

and

OF

Exchange

)
qf Maine, ss.
to Sundry Writs

C'oin’y.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

cam

Exchange

REEVES,

Insurance

Da lea.

Ralalaa.

or.T a

NORWICH, CONN..

American

REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.

U. N. HI uncial's Sale.
L’juted States

or

feblii

MILITARY

£ IM dWk

STORES, MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS,
BARNS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and other
good properly taken at highly favorable rate for one,

Exchange Street.

!■ the

Company,

Haney,
riSa.

Book end Show Caaea made to erder.

vicinity.

for Men

he
fitted oat at the Tailoring Establishment ot
EVERY
A. D.
98
St.
to

Tire
or

Capital

Ins.

Leeea|CI
Caadlaa.

Cecea Mala.
Nate, all hiada.

a

subscriber, being impressed with the great

nr it

YORK,

CnnntKD

un

Thames

at

Dry Dock.

n,

at

DESCRIPTION of

Fire

OF NEW

Mmea,
Frnnea,
Citraa,
Olirea,

prepared
ISKING
in

excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation either for small churches, vestrys, or parlors,
offers them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

ceived

Co.,

Surplus.#260,000.

and

Manhattan

Exchange

Garments
and Boys cut at short notice,
EVERY
A. D.
98

Iiisnrauce

New England Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONK.,

ness

Naval Rendezvous foot of K* ;hange St.
J. I*. HEATH, Commanding.
febl6d6w

Fire

OF HARTFORD, CONN..
and Surplus,.#4*0,000.

XV Fancy Waists

Portland

Am.

4prare Qnn,
Canary Head.
1- a.e
Syrup,

Immune.

ENGLAND.

CABINET

Capital

COATS. PANTS and VESTS, and Busito order, at the short notice of
Seamen, 12DRESSatSuits made
A. D.
98
St.

to

Surplus,.#300,000.

Capital and

Exchange Street.

REEVES,

Surplus,.#600,000.

and

Merchant's Insurant:.- Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

Military, Naval

Fashionable

Surplus.*250,000.

Insurance Company,
HARTFORD, CONN.,

OF
Capital

•

hoars,

Apply

Fire

City

Chicago, Illinois.

and Civic Tailor,
AD.

PITTSFIELD, MASS

and

Orange.

AND

Mason & Hamlin’s

KURD, CONN,

Surplus.#1,000,*K>.

Western Mass. Insurance Com’y,

Kmfmrbwcmb—Messrs. Maynard k Sons; H. k W.
Checkering; C. 11. Cummings k Co.; 8. G. Bowdlear
k Co.; Charles A. Stone; 11 a!lett, Davis k Co., of
Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank. Boston. J.N.
Bacon. Esq., President newton liana, .newton, u.
B. Coffin; Warren KlUa A Hons, New York City
JyS '63 dly

REEVES.

and

Fruit I

a^Furaitore Made, Repaired and Tire Irk »f at

$100,000

Phtruix Insurance Company,

eod2w

o. Bom 471.

the amouut of

Domestio

Wholesale and Retail

Hotel

RICE, Proprietor.

00I8ly

Rates

Companirs to

other sound
if wanted.

Purchaser tor Eastern Account

p.

PRODUCE,

NO. 2 LIME STREET,

Maine.

ami is specially apand Mates lo the J. s.
mcL24 eod3m

prepared

TAGGAUI),)

and

F. M.

Boaton,

....

and Best Arranged

IN NEW

am

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 152 SOUi11 WATER ST.

AND DKALKU8IK

COUNTRY

11^843,

the

OF

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Navigation,

Mas

Largest

Bath.

agency of the following well known
HAVING
reliable ami prompt paying Companies, I
totak** Fib* Risk* at the Lowest
of

generally.

ENTLEMEN desirous of instruction iu practica! Navigation will find an experienced teachHein the only expeiienced Ship Master iu the

State, who teaclm

k

mch2l

mchl6eod‘Jw*

—AT—

No. 12, Deer Street,

low-

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

applied

Navigation School,

ESTABLISHED

Stationery

BUCU'M

Office,

NO- 31 EXCHANGE STREET,

MULL. BOSTON.

29 1 OK

copart-

a

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,

COAL.

TONS Stove size, at 188 Commercial St.,
ylj (Richardson’* W harf,) Portland.
The undersigned has sold the Johns' Coal for nine
years last past.
It has given general satisfaction.
Where there is a fair draft, no coal excels lor

very

Foreign

HOUSE,

Bath, Me.

Fire & Life Insurance

J. W. SVKES,

of

Straw

CHURCHILL, Agent,

Exchange Street,

Aru prepared to odfcr to the trad# a Urn and vail
•elected .took of

-FOX BALB BT-

LITTLE’S

TAGGAUI) A THOMPSON,

Copartnership Notice.

Preble and Portland Streets.
84P"Offic»\ No 97 Exchange street,
febti eod2m*
A. FOSTER, Proprietro.

corner

#8,026.879 74

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

CORNU ILL,

School Books and

Street

jHanover

dMtdtf

of all kinds always on hand and for sale at the
est market rates. Address all orders,

Ordinury Seamen and Lau'ltmen.

and comes highly recommended by the Barretts,
w*ll take charge of the Dyeing department at the

J. C.

Counliill.

will meet with prompt attention. A
large and complete stock ot

St#

United States Navy!

NOTICE.

Total Assets,

Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
duo or adjusted,
9175.411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
116 616,479 Of
TllOS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Lucicb J. li abdkb. Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, lata.

The New England Trade are-invited to continue
sending their orders to

SHAPED TO KIT TUB NECK.
arc nude in

They
“Novelty'’ (or turn-down style,in
every half size from 12 to 1« inches, and in “Eure* a,”
(or Gkroite.) from 13 to 17 inches; and packed in
“solid size” in neat blue cartons, containing 100
each; also in smaller ones of 10 each,—the latter a
very handy package ior Travellers, Army and Navy
Officers
Gray’*
HP" EVERY COLLAR is stamped

The Capital Stock ifl.91.500.000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Real estate, unincumbered,
987,963 18
Cash iu band, on deposit, and in agents'
hands,
216,960 56
United States Stocks,
612,847 50
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 689.450 00
Hank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
331,980 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co’s scrip, 1862-3,
15,886 50

AND LISTS OF PUBLICATIONS ISStED,

Traveling llasketh,

THE AMERICA*

MON

fllHE

and
ntiing collars extant.
The upper edge presents a per met curve, Tree rrom
the angles noticed in all other collars.
The cravat causes no puckers on the Inside of the
turn-down collar,—they are AS SMnOlii INSIDE
AS OUTSIDE,—and therefore perfectly Tree and
* an to the neck.
'I lie Garotte Collar has a smooth and evenly finished edge on both bide*.
These Collars are not simply flat pieces of paper
cut in the form of a collar, but are molded and

day of November, A. D. 1863, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

THOMPSON,

STATIONERY,

Company,

HAWYER,

deol9-dtf

Among

On the 1st

BOSTON,

BOOKS A

purchased

Xll.fi

OF HARTFORD. CONN.,

CO.)

Fbed’k A. Brows & Co., the
bankrupt stock of

l.adie* Work and

20

been b.fore the public lor neatly a
universally pronounced the

BiATJBJHJSai UJf

D(oa Insurance

k

This popular Hotel has recently been
purchased by Mr, Miller(ot the Albion land has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
_imade. It is located on the Saccnrappa road,
iboui lour miles from Portland, affording a beautiiul
Irive over a good road, and just about far
enough
‘or pleasure.
It has a line large Dancing nail and good
Bowling
illeys. lu close proximity to the house is a warm
tud roomy Stable, containing twenty nice stalls,
rhere is also a well sheltered Shed, 105 feet long, for
litching horsoe.
The choicest Suppers will be got up for sleighing
ind dancing parties, who will find it greatly to their
pleasure and a<ivantage to resort to the White Horn*No effort will be spared for the entertainment of

The

—rrtlii l>7

No. 3

both

of
entire

Rocking Horses,

mohl4-3m

They are
beat

W. D. LITTLE, General Agent.
feL13 ST AT A weow^w

STAND j

COBKIIILL,

MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted Policies

Also issues Po'icies payable at any given age durthe life, or at the decease of the iusnred.
These policies, as all others with this great Company, are continually increasing in va’ueaud amount,
and with its present large inve-tments, which are
constantly accumulating, at the rate of more than a
million dollars per annum, it may reasonably be expected that the sum insured will double itself within
a few years.
Apply at office 31 Exchange street,

see

W. W. CARR & CO.,
the Fruit Btors
formerly
O.

MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

Co.,

ing

STREET,

I*. B. MUBPKY

TAGGARD A
Have

CXILDREB'S CARRIAGES,

W. 1). ROBINSON,

bow

Cloths

PORTLAND, Maims.

(POUMKRLY

Ins.

XOT SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE,
by the payment of
TEN
ANNUAL
PREMIUMS,
on more advantageous terms than any ether Life
Company in this Country.

BLOCK).

BOOK

Life

OF NEW YORK,
With the large cash fund of
TEN

forget to look at them if you want to
great variety, at the Middle street

—BY—

HAVE
year.
neatest

The Mutual

HOUSE,

(FORMERLY WILSON ROUS*.)

J. P

!

ANNUAL_PAYMENTS

IKEAB THE POST OFFICE.)

FOU SALE,

captive

TEN

THE WHITE

tuests.

OH

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!

—

|

LARLE AC€Ui?II LATIONS,

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

OLD

POLICIES,

WITH

Large varieties of Table Linens, Towelings, Linen
Cambric Uandkerchieft, and line Merino Ladies'
Black Host* just received.

dec4 dtf

INSURANCE

NON-FORFEITING

BOYS’AND MEN'S WEAR.

FOR

mch7 eodtiw

A

UFK

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

Co., Rutter. Kndicott k Co., Banker*,
JohnC. Gault,aud U. W. Hinsdale k Co.,Chicago.;
E. F. Gerrish, Cashier Casco Bank, K. Churchill &
Co., Thomas Shaw, and Lyman k Marrett, Portland.

for

Ho. 102 Middle Street.

ool2eodly

Lot of Bed Blankets ;

a

No. 81 MIDDLE

R
41KBOX
418i.

EDWARD SHAW-Agent,

UOOD8!

(FOX

k

Cheap

rush to their

Cotton and Wool Domestics!

Clark and South Water Streets, Chicago, 111.
EA8TBRBT ORDERS SOLICITED.

Cragin

Street,

Just in, a lot of Cloths and Readers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lowest Jig ares.

Flannels;

Company Insure against
or damage by Fire, Buildings, MerchanFurniture, on terms as favorable as it can

Maine Insurance

be done bv any solvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or Five years.
J.L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLIAMS.Secretary.

Received from New York daily.

Corner

jr.O.

loss
THE
dize and

NEW GOODS !

generally.

THOMPBOH. I p
EDWARDS,

ZUNDER,

should the people of Portland and vicinity
not trade at a place where they can
buy as cheap
as in New York or Boston, anil where
they can purchase DRY (iOODij on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a lair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

D R E 8 8

business cards.
Having taken

Augusta, Maine.

Why

Produce

NO. « DOLE’S BUILDING,

W. V.
H. J.

ke«p up

8

H O T E LS.

Splendid Pleasure Resort!

MAINE INSURANCE CO.

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

Don’t
them in

the purchase and sale of

Grain, Provisions and

tliaq

j

a

Office,

No. 81 Middle

the great lire in West Meriden, Conn., on the
8th iust.. Messrs. Valentine k Butler's Alum
Patent Fire and Burglar Proof Safe was subjected
to one of the most severe tests on record. The safe
w*as subjected to a red hot heat for nearly fourteen
hours, and delivered up its contents in perfect oroer,
saving nearly THIRTY THOUSAND DO I. LA Its
worth of property to the owners
The contents of
two other Safes, of other makers, and stai ding within THREE FEET of t;>e Alum Patent, were kstirkly MaMOTIP.
Samples of the money and papers taken from the
Safes destroyed, also those taken from the Alum
Patent, have been forwarded by mail, and can be
seen at the Hardware store of H. Warren Lancey,
k Co., on Lime Street.
Vaieutine & Butler, Alum Patent Fire, aud Burglar Pro f Safes have been tested in over TWO
HUNDRED accidental fires within the last thirteen
years, and in no instance have they kvka failed to
preserve their contents trom the attacks of either
fire or burglar. Parties in n ed of a reliable Fire and
Burglar Proof Security, will do well to give this
matter a careful investigation before purchasing.
Messrs. Thomson k Co., of New Jlaveii, Conn.,
are the Agents for the sale of these Safes in the New
England States and refer by permission to the following parties in Portland who have recently purchased the Alum Patent of them:
Portland Gas Light Co.; C. C. Mitchell k Son; P.
k F. A R. R. Co.; Cleveland k Osgood; Daniel
Winslow k Son; Rulus K. Wood, Esq ; Hobbs,
Chase 4 Co.; E. Clark, M. D ; Josiah Burleigh,
Eso.; W. W. Hilton, Esq.; U. M. Pay son. Esq.; A.
F. York, Esq.; aud many others.
Certificates giving fuither particulars in relation
to the late lire, will be published in a few* dayH.
mchl6dlm*
T k Co.

for

INSURANCE,

(FOX BLOCK)

TRIXJMJPFIAlI^T

MERC

a

WHOLE NO. 630

HB&TLY KXECUTBB

AT THE OFFICE OF THE f«fc»

To be l>».
TORES No* Pit and 13S Commercial Street.
given
Poeaemlon
immediately. For terms apmckSl dim
ply at No. 46 Phi k Street.
DOLLARS wUI

b* glraa
aud convlotlon of any paeon
1N1VE
tram the doors or oar

for the

or

detaoUoa

personaatoallaf

sabaarlbor*.
roBuuuM or TKi. rusts.

paper*

hm

\

■

-.”

mm

■

Speech

THE DAILY PRESS,

of Gen. Weal

Dow,

IN THK

POBTX.A.HD MAOIM

MEW CITY HALL, PORTLAPin '»
Saturday Morning, March ‘26,1864.

—

ON

—

Thursday Evening,
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.
a

Taans—S7.00 per year if paid strictly in advance
discount of *1.00 mil be made.
Hod. Robert H. Gardiner.

We are pained to hear of the death of Mr.
Gardiner, of Gardiner, aod yet we ought not
to regret the event, however painful and sad
it is to his many friends. For lie lias been a

great sutlerer, and has gone from his bed of
languishing to a home even more happy than
the loved one he has left. His whole life has
been a preparation for death; and in the few
last years, he has had admonitions which have
led him to contemplate the closing scenes or
life with a deeper interest, and become not

only reconciled to his departure, but to anticipate it with the serenity and calmness of a
holy resignation.
Mr. Gardiner was the son of Robert Hallo-

well and Hannah Gardiner, a daughter of Dr.
.Sylvester Gardiner, of Boston, and was born
in Bristol, England, in 1782. Ilis father and
uncle Benjamin Uailowell, previous to the
American revolution, were officers of the
customs in Boston under the British government, and by their adherence to the royal

cause, became obnoxious to the revolutionary
party, by whom they were ill-treated and
mobbed. They, with Dr. Gardiner, were royalists, and sought refuge in England during

revolution, and their large properties
A portion, howwere partially confiscated.
ever, escaped, among which was the extensive landed estate of Dr. Gardiner, in Maine.
He died in 1786, having bequeathed his Cobthe

bisseecontee estate
his son

him,

grandson,

then to his

the deceased,

with

•hitnlH IsIta flip

the Kennebec river to

on

and on failure of issue from

William,

nnmp

nf

Uailowell,

Robert

condition that he

the

Ciardlner.

The

con-

tlngency happened, and the property wa9 inherited by the grandson. Mr. Hallowed, the
father, being one ol the executors of the will,
found it necessary to return
to

discharge

the

to

this country,

and

important

responsible

duties of the trust. He therefore removed
his family to Boston, consisting of one son,

Robert,

and two

daughters,

who died unmar-

ried. Robert was educated in the best schools
In Boston and Andover, and graduated with
honor at Harvard College in 1801, in a
class which contained the names of the late
Thomas Bond, Timothy Fuller, Dr. Gorham
of Boston, and Arch-Deacon Stuart of Canada.
At the commencement he had the latin salutatory, which is usually given to the second
best scholar. On leaving College he travelled
In Europe during sixteen mouths.

extensively

On his return, he at once entered upon the
severe and difficult task of managing the large
estates

bequeathed

to him

by his grand-father,

which were then very much in a state of nature, though in some particulars worse, beiDg
partly occupied by squatters, who had entered without title, and made improvements
which they were not willing to leave. By ad-

judgment, however, he succeeded where other: (ailed, in quieting those
lawless persons, secured their favor by an
equitable course of measures, and soon gave
life and prosperity to the wild and rude couumirable skill and

Vy in which bis lot

was

cast.

This was more

than 60 years ago. If wc had time and space
we would like to dwell on a comparison of the
then and now of that now rich and beautiful

country.
In 1805 Mr. Gardiner married Emma I.
Tudor, daughter or Col. Wm. Tudor, a dis-

tinguished lawyer

a

id citizen of

Boston, by

whom he had nine children, of whom seven,
with their most estimable mother, survive, to
mourn a bereavement which to them is Irreparable. It is given to few households to en-

joy so long and unmixed a happiness, as it lias
been the good fortune of this beloved domestic circle to have experienced. The lofty example of Christian parents has had its beneficent effects upon their children. The steady
and calm influence of kindness, benevolence,
integrity and firm religious principle on the
part of both the heads of this harmonious
family, has left its ineradicable impress upon
the hearts, the lives and the characters of
thoae who have claimed their being from
them.

The Church of which Mr. Gardiner lias
been a firm, long-lived and unlailing friend
and patron, will be a sincere mourner for the
loss they have sustained. We know not
where or how his

place

in tiiat communion

Uis hand was ever open to
his person was ever present in its
conventions; his heart and bis wise counsels
were always engaged in the great work ol ele-

can

be

supplied.

its wants;

vating and sustaining the purity of its worship and the administration of its service.
Jlor will the general society of his town
find county lie less affected by the departure
of a worthy, faithful, generous and patriotic
citizen, who was ever seeking to do good to
his fellow men, and promoting their temporal
as well as their spiritual welfare.
But life and the best of earthly lives must
terminate, and we may hope that no good
man will leave the world, but another
may be
ivhuu

w

uii
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“When onr souls Khali leave this dwelling,
The glory of one fair and virtuous action
Is aboye all the scutcheons on our tomb,
Or silken banners o'or us."

w.
_

The Slate

Printing.

The contract to do the State printing for
political year, 89 we stated yesterday, waa, in the House on Wednesday, after
an animated debate, recommitted to the Committee on Printing, with instructions to make
plain the ambiguous terms in regard to press
work, and if then declined by Stevens <fc Sayward, under the new rates, to close the contract with Hon. Levi Cram, of Bridgton. The
question on recommitment camp up in the
Senate on Thursday morning, and was unanimously agreed to. The committee met in the

the current

forenoon, the contract was presented in a new
daaft,—Stevens & Say ward promptly accepted
it—it was signed on both parts, and was no
doubt ratified yesterday by the Legislature.
Great credit is due the brothers Cram—Levi
in the .Senate and Marshal in the nouse—for
the perseverance and tact they have shown in

insisting, against many adverse circumstances,
that the Slate was not getting what was fairly
her due under the old contract.

They

have

held out to the end of the race, and the result
is,—what is almost sure to follow perseverance in a right direction,—they have seen
their efforts crowned withsuccess. TheState

may rest assured, with such men in her Halls
Legislation, that her rights and her Treasury will not suffer if vigilauce can
it.

prevent
ir

,_

I5V“*Our edition this morning amounts to
151 quires, or 3024 copies, and we also work
this forenoon as the outside of our
weekly
edition, 90 quire9, or 2304 copies. This Is a
very satisfactory pile of paper to work ofl' for
a journal not yet two years old, or would be
if it cost nine and a half cents a
pound as it
did in the start, instead of seventeen
pa at present.

or

more,

On

March 24, 1864,

/tin Return from Captivity in

tt

Rebi 1

Prinon.

[Reported Pbonogrspbically by

J. D.

l’ulsifer, Esq

Gen. Uow. attended by the Mayor aud metr
hers of the City Government, took seats upo j
the platform at 7 1-2 o’clock, the house tiein 5

literally packed,

as

were

all the side room:

passage ways aud approaches to the Ilal
Even the platform was soon so crowded wit
those anxious to get sight of aud listen to th 3
words of their honored fellow-townsman, tbs t
was scarcely room left for the speaker s

there

and the reporters. After the cheering wit
which the General was greeted on enterin
the Ilall had

•

subsided, and music from Cam >
Berry Baud, Mayor McLkllax called th ;
meeting to order and introduced Bev. JIoha
Tlo Stebbixs, who spoke as follows:
0 beautiful temple of liberty! Fair dwel
ling-place of the people’s love! Open widi ,
your gates and let the exultant throngs com
in! Oft within thy walls has my broast burnei l
with holy zeal lor my country’s honor! An
swer back before I bid thee farewell, and sa;
if any word of mine hath ever grieved tin ,
spirit that dwells within thee!
And ye people, how fair are your ranks ti ,
O loya [
mo once more in these exalted seats!
hearts! O noble friends! Companions in
magnanimous, immortal sentiment, where e'e:
1 wander, I can never over step its breadth!
1 esteem myself happy, Mr. Mayor aud fel
low-citizens, in being permitted to join in tliesi
demonstrations of joy on the return of oui
distinguished fellow-citizen from the war. \V<
have come to welcome him, aud to pay hin
our
trn

honors.
n ro

nnt

We have come to assure him thn
immiiwlfnl nf Ilia cniril

Hie tnilo

r«

Uia trials. We have come that we might lift
him high aloft, upon the ’lands of all the peo
pie, into the air aud light of patriotic love!
General 1 If that man is to be esteemer
most happy whoso conduct finds noble re
sponse in the hearts of Ills fellow-men, w ho ii
honored above all claims of the partisan in tb«
open realm of his country’s glory, for deeds
for toils, fur sufferings, done aud borne for hei
cause, you may be esteemed the favorite ol
Heaven! It is worth living for, General, tc
feel the levered brow of life refreshed by tilt
wind of a universal, all-pervading sentiment
Rise, and receive the people’s beuediction
have your recompense in their eyes, forgel
your pains and be satisfied 1
Gen. Dow, on rising to respond, was again
greeted with prolonged aud enthusiastic
cheers, and spoke as follows:
Mr. Mayor, Ladies and Fellow-Citizens :—
You will readily believe me, I know, when I
assure you that ft gives me great joy to staud
here to-night.
The contrast between what 1

now, aud what I have beheld the last bine
mouths is wider and greater than I can tell
you. In the South everywhere I have traveled
I have beheld the desolation of war; everything I saw there, reminded me that war is
desolating our land; but as I come across the
Potomac aud traverse the free states, I see
□otbiug that reminds me of war. You know
nothing of war, you feel nothing of the war
except those of you who have offered up
loved ones for the honor and safety ol their
country. Everywhere in the South the land
is desolate because of the war. As the president of the Confederate States said, they undertook an enterprise the magnitude of which
they did not at all comprehend; an enterprise
that had no other purpose than the establishment of a great empire founded upon human
see

slavery.

a few months,
the leading
of the South coufideutly believed in the
success of their undertaking
Now they begiu to realize the tremendous power of the
North, iu its naval resources, iu men, money,
and all the appliances of war, and everywhere they despair of success.
The resources of the rebel country are exhausted. The Rebel Government is destitute of money, destitute of credit.
It is impossible, as the rebels begiu now to understand. to carry on tiiis great war without
rnouey, without credit, without food, aud
with au absolute destitution of almost all the
appliances of war.
Just before I left Richmond the rebel Congress had passed ail act, iu effect repudiating
ail their currency, amounting to $850,000,
000. On and after the 1st of April all the
notes of the denomination of $100, not invested in A per cent. Bonds (winch are worthless
in the market) are taxed 100 per ceut. All
other notes are taxed 33 1-3 per cent.—and
thereafter, are taxed 10 per cent, a month,
until their nominal value shall he absorbed in
that way. The $100 Treasury notes amount
to $400,000,000—and those of all other denominations, to $450,000,000.

Until within

men

This measure is a distinct wpudiation of
the entire circulation of $850,000,000. At the
same time the government proposes to issue
a now series of Treasury notes, which
they
hope will have some credit iu their domaius.
You will judge whether such a scheme will
be likely to succeed; whether a war can be
carried on by motley such as that; whether
armies such as theirs can be paid and fed with
such a currency. The financiers of the South
arc destitute of all knowledge upon the subject of finance, aud they say iu excuse lor
this ignorauce, that hitherto all financial
operations on a great scale have been entirely
in the hands of Northern men, aud carried on
in Northern cities.
You have heard from high authority that
the people of the South are semi-barbarians.
Educated, so far as they are educated at all,
in a disregard of the rights of lour millions of
their fellow-men ; accustomed as they are to
see the rights of others
trampled in the dust,
and undertaking to subsist upon their unrecompensed labor, they learn to disregard the
rights of every body else, in their iutercourse
with both blacks and whites. You sec it in
their intercourse with each other. The Union
prisoners have come in contact with this feeling very largely. 1 would not be understood that there are no cultivated jieople at
the Snutli. The Union prisoners have come
in contact with such a people aud they have
experienced the most barbarous treatment.—
From the Confederate soldiers at the front,
they have experienced kind ami courteous
treatment. But from the “Home Guards” it
a I.

of war have suffered since the days of the
“Black Hole” of Calcutta. I know of nothing in the history of war, to compare with the
shameful treatment of the Union prisoners at
Kichmond and Atlanta, Georgia.
A large quantity of clothing and blankets
were sent to my care to be distributed to the
soldiers. I was permitted to visit them for
the purpose of distributing the articles. Passing around the camp at Belle Isle, I saw the
wretched condition of our soldiers, as to clothing and quarters. Nearly one-haif of them
were without shelter of any kind, and all
were in extreme want of clothing.
As I
passed around the camp, they cried to me to
send them food. Shelterless and almost naked,
as many of them were, their first want was
food—their chief suffering was from hunger.
On iny return to Kichmond, I addressed a
note to Gen. Winder, in command there,
stating that one-half the soldiers were without shelter, and all without sufficient food,
and asking his immediate attention to their
miserable condition. The result was, that I
was not permitted to visit the soldiers any
more, their condition was not alleviated, ami
these stores were put into the hands of another
officer who would conduct himself towards
the rebel authorities witli a great deal more
forbearance than 1 was supposed to be capable
of. Soldiers perished then at about the rate
of 500 per month, during the winter months
as we were informed.
As I was at Belle Isle
I went iuto the hospital consisting of tente
without any floor, the sick lying upon the
ground witiiout blankets, without pillows
some of them with sticks of wood for
pillows
and on protesting to Gen. Winder against thie
treatment, I was refused permission to visit
these poor creatures for the tutme. The gov
ernment sent large quantities of provisions tc
the soldiers as well as the officers.
Much ol
this was stolen, so tlmt Yankee overcoats were
in
Soldiers
Yankee
common.
overcoat*
very
promenading the streets of Kichmond, drew
so
much attention that they caused these
coats to be colored black. They were ashamed
to be seen with Yankee overcoats stolen froir
the poor suffering soldiers. Large quantitie*
of food as well as of clothing were seut there
by the Sanitary Commission also, and these
were stolen
by the rebel authorities and ap

propriated their own use in large amounts
A very small proportion of these reached ou
soldiers.
Libby Prison was a great tobacco ware
house, or rather three tobacco ware-houses
three stories high upon the front, four storie
upon the rear, separated by brick wall
through which doors were cut. Our officer
were placed in these rooms with bare walls
bare floors and without any blankets.
When I arrived there I was clad in tbi :
lightest summer clothes. It was a cold Octo
her night and my Buffering must have beei
extreme but tor the” kindness of my fellov
officers in supplying me with garments ant
blankets. After a while a great quantity o f
blankets were sent by the Sanitary Commis
sion which made us comparatively comt'orta
ble, but we were treated in no other respcc
than as so many negroes sent to Richmond tt
a barracoon for sale.
An officer who had
very extensive acquaintaucc at the South
said we were not nearly so well treated ai
that, for blacks sent for sale, were kindly
cared for that they might bring a better price
The Union officers were treated as so many
cattle turned into a slaughter pen or barn tc
sleep. Confederate officers in the hands o
Union authorities were, treated courteously
and kindly; that is right.
A little incident occurred to myself which
will illustrate the point of the difference ol
treatment between their prisoners and ours.
I was exchanged for Gen. Lee.
As I was
called down to pass off, I hud two large
I
trunks to take away.
could obtain no assistance in transporting them, no dray or othei
mode of conveyance.
Some of my fellow
officers kindly tendered
their
assistance
and we carried them between us through the
streets of Richmond to the steamer, on which
wo were ordered upon the forward deck ami
forbidden to come abaft the wheels.
Wc
were situated on the steamer,like so many cattie,slaves or swine, on the way to market. At
City Point we met Gen. Lee in the magnificent saloon of the Federal steamer, New
York, we ourselves emerging from the forward deck of the dirty rebel steamer. When
Gen. Lee and his fellow officers were ready tc
change steamers, the General stooped to take
his small valise, when the Federal officer in
command said to a soldier near, “Sergeant,
take the General’s valise on board for him!"
I mention this to show the sort of treatment
we received down .South, and that which the
rebels meet with when they fall into our
hands; they are treated kindly, courteously:
to
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because we will strike
of these days.

one

a

balance with them
of Good, and

(Cries

cheers.)

There are a great many Union people
down South,even in Virgiuia; Union men
and Union women.
I shall not give any
names.
We had communication with Union

people by writing

and by signals, and the
rebels could not prevent it. They threatened
to shoot us if we looked out of the windows.
One of their own men looked out and they
shot him. They were resolved to shoot a
Yankee as an offset for this, and a rebel
seutiuel fired several times at us without success.
They were exceedingly mortified at
shooting their own man, the ball entering the
right eye and stopping at the back of the
head.
These rebel sentinels watched our
men at the windows very much as boys hunting squirrels aud looking into the trees for
their game. Hut many of the guards gave
us all the information which came to their
knowledge, of what was going on around
Richmond,as to the pressure for food, and in
all other matters.
They told 11s of Kilpatrick's raid. On the
first of March arrangements had been made
to receive him.
And what do you suppose
the arrangements were? To defend Richmond?
Was that it? No.
They mined
Libby Prison, with the intention of blowing
up it and us; to use their own phrase, “to
blow us to hell!” (voice, is there proof of
that?) That is capable of proof. I cannot
tell you how the fact was intimated to us the
next
day, without betraying those from
whom the intimation came. On the morning
of Wednesday, March 2d, after we had beeu
informed of the gunpowder plot, Dick Turner, the Inspector of Military Prisons, was
asked by many officers at different times, if
we were correctly informed, and he assured
us it was true;
that a large quantity of powder had bcerrplaced under the prison, to blow
us up, il Kilpatrick bad come in, and that it
would be done yet, if attempts were made to
rescue us.

Smith, President of Randolph
College, well known down South,

Rev. Dr.

Macon
and
known in the North too, as an able and influontiul m«», oamn into ILo |>ri«on to visit Lieut.
Co^XickcdSjOf the 18th Conn. Regiment, with
whom he was acquainted. He said that powder had been placed in the basement for the
Col.
purpose of “blowing us into atoms.”
X'ichols did not believe it. Dr. Smith assured
him it was so. He had then come from the
office of Judge Ould, Commissioner of Exchanges, who told him it was so. Rev. Dr.
McCabe said the same thing to Col. Cesnola, of the 4th N. Y. Cavalry, andothers.—
nome oineers were m me Kitchen at the hack
over the door
into

window, directly

leading

the cellar. Mai. Turner, the commandant of
the prison—Dick Turner—and four or five rebel officers went into the cellar, and on coming
out they remained a few moments at the door,
and one of the officers said, “By 6—, if you
touch that off it will blow them to h—, sure
enough!"’ On the moruiug we came away,
Maj. Turner assured Capt. Sawyer and Capt.
Flynn,who were exchanged in connection with
myself, that powder was there, and he said,
“Rather thau have you rescued I would have
blown you to h—, even if we had gone there
ourselves.” At first we could not believe it;
not that we did not suppose them capable of
B. We did not suppose them to be fools
enough to be guilty of an act like that The
destruction of nine hundred Federal officers
in that way, would not have been a fatal blow to
the Union cause,but it would have drawn down
upon them the execrations of all mankind; it
would have united the Northern people as one
man, anil would have fired the Northern heart
with an intense indignation, aud when Kichmonil’should be captured, it would have been
utterly destroyed, and blotted out forever from
the earth. At first, we could not believe that
such an act could have been contemplated,
but we now regard it as established by satisfactory proof. Such is the temper of the leaders of the rebellion!
Such their character!
The negroes! It seems to strike them with
horror that we should euiist in the public
service the negro. A great many conversations! have hail with civilians as well as officers upon the subject. They say it is barbarous, unknowu in the history of mankind.
They say the negroes are their property.—
Our answer is, we take away your horses and
your mules. We use them to draw baggage
trains and in the artillery service, wherever
we can make them useful.
You also take
I tell
away our horses aud our mules.
them when we cannot carry oil' the horses
aud mules we destroy them, and they do the
same by ours if they can.
They admit that
this is according to the usages of war. We
Hud a part of their population very friendly
tn
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dig their intrenchinents, liecau.se they find
them useful. We also use them in any way
in whicii we can liml them useful. If we could
make horses or mules bear arms and fire guns,
we should do it; wa cau put arms iuto the
bauds of the blacks and tlnd them useful.—
They say it is atrocious to raise up against
them their own servants—their own property.
It is in accordance with the usages of all nations, through all history, for au invading army to avail itself of the uid, iu every way, of
any part of the population of the invaded
country, which can by promises of advantage,
or payment, or liberty, be induced to lend
their support. The blacks, everywhere in the
South, llock to our standard, eager to aid us
in the suppression of the rebellion, thereby
overthrowing slavery. To accept their assistance, and to seek it is a perfectly legitimate
act, while to reject it would be the extreme of
folly.

The rebels have said that we could not
find the negroes useful as soldiers; that
they
were cowards and would run at
the sight of
a white man and a
whip. But they havu long
since found that an escaped slave, armed aud
on equal ground, is
fully a match for his former

master!

Gen. Butler told me that he has two excellent black regiments of cavalry, aud that in
a recent fight of bOO of them
aguin9t a greatly superior force of rebel cavalry, supported
by infantry and foil* pieces of artillery, tho
blacks won a brilliant victory. They charged
the rebels In the most admirable manner,
with loud shouts of defiance, aud with the
sutler put them to rout, and drove them iu
confusion,ott the Held.
Jn many cases the
rebels have put colored soldiers, prisoners, to
death, as soon as they were captured, and in
this case the cavalry took no prisoners; they
gave uo quarter, and asked none. The barbarous execution of black prisoners by the
rebels, has not intimidated the negro soldiers,
but ou the contrary, has exasperated them to

■__
such

degree,

a

that

they

are

quite ready to

accept the rebel policy of “no quarter!” On
the occasion 1 speak of, a black
sergeant was
surrounded and called upon to surrender.

His reply was “No
quarter! 1 choose to die
in battle and not by the
halter,” and he killed
several of his assailants, before he fell himsell, covered with wounds.
I have myself seen blacks
placed in most
trying positions in battle, and once hail them
in my own command, in front of an
attacking
column, carrying timber lor crossing a ditch,
and no veteran
troops could behave better,
and no position could be
imagined where
more courage would be
required. The rebels
have boasted that they could
put armed
blacks to flight, simply with the flourish of
the whip; but they have already learned that
the emancipated slave is a
man, and that in
this war, he is stimulated to brave deeds
by
every noble consideration that can animate
the heart.
When I left home more than two years ago,
there was a good deal of
speculation in regard
to negro soldiers, but the
prevailing sentiment
seemed to be that they would not be
practiand
cally useful,
ought not to be permitted to
us
our
battles. I rejoice now at the
help fight
change in public sentiment which I perceive
exists here. If we had commenced this war
with such a public sentiment as we have
now,
we should have
triumphed long ago. The
administration, in the prosecution of this war,
has been constantly embarrassed
by divisions
among our own people, and by a perverse
public sentiment at the North in relation to
the whole question of
slavery. A large party
existed here whose sympathies were
supposed
to be in favor of slavery and
against emancipation, and against any effort to preserve the
Union and the Government. The rebels were
greatly encouraged to perseverance by this

fact, while

administration was necessarily
embarrassed by it. Violent was the opposiour

tion to any measure
looking at emancipation
and the enlistment of negro soldiers.
But
public opinion has beeu greatly changed, until
at present, the numbers are few who
oppose
the former measure or object to the latter.
In two short years, how wonderful the

change!
A
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at movements in tile North in relation to the
next Presidential election.
Their hope is,
that some other inau than Mr. Lincoln
may
be nominated and elected to the
Presidency.
The election of any other
person they will regard as a sure indication that the loyal North
tires of the war, and means to change its policy in relation to it. The leaders of the rebellion have now no other hope of success
than this, and their hope is that those
may
come into power who will
say to them, “Erring sisters, depart in peace I” The ollicers in
Libby Prison who had abundant opportunities
to see the feeling of the rebels on this subject. were anxious that the loyal men of the
North should perceive the danger of
lending
any encouragement to it.
No man has a
greater respect than myself for Mr. Chase
and Mr. Fremont, nor a more entire conviction of their loyalty—and their ability to
conduct the affairs of the country with houor
to themselves and to the
advantage of the
nation—but for this time, I should regard the
nomination of any other person than Mr.

Lincoln, as a public misfortune.
My conviction is, that the ensuing campaign, if active, earnest and successful, will
be the last. Preparations are in
progress to
this end, and 1 am confident that the rebellion cannot withstand

survive the onset.
utterly ruined; its credit enat
tirely exhausted,
home and abroad; its
leaders despair of success; the masses of the
people, weary and exhausted by war, desire
peace on any terms; its armies are unpaid and
underfed, and the conscripts of which they
are entirely composed, have no heart in the
struggle, since iu any event they have nothing to hope or to gain—while they and their
families are the greatest sufferers
by it. The
people everywhere in the South are suffering
for
want
of
extremely
every coinfortand eveu
for the common necessaries of life—and
they
know that it Is only
through peace that they
can escape from their
and
distresses.
perils
I have often been asked at the South,
by
civilians as well as officers of high rank, when
I thought the war would end? My reply has
been uniformly—when one party or the other
shall be thoroughly exhausted; and that
they
could jtidde as well as I, which party that
would probably be. The North has twentyone millions of people, the South has between
three and four millions of whites within the
rebel Hues; the North has a great aud constantly increasing navy, the South has none
at all—the North has ati unbounded rredit.
the South has exhausted any that it ever
had;
the North is contending for its national existence, the South for the power to extend
and perpetuate human slavery—an
enterprise
in which no nation sympathises with it—
while all civilized peoples everywhere abhor
it. It is impossible that God can look with
favor upon such an undertaking.
or
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Union officers

.,

Richmond, are unlit for human food, a ail incapable of
sustaining life in a
healthy condition. They consist ouly of a
small quantity of bread made of corn
ineal,
at

unsifted and

manufactured in the worst
manner, and about half a gill of rice two or
three times a week.
Occasionally, a single
medium sized potatoe, or three or lour small
ones are given to each
man, and, three or
four times, a small turnip has been given to
each. And this is ail. For a time,
supplies
sent by friends to the officers were
honestly
and promptly delivered to them, but 1 r some
weeks before I left Richmond, this was not
done, and there were accumulated there more
than lour thousand boxes sent to officers,which
had been detained from them.
These boxes
are now systematically
plundered by the officials of their most valuable
contents,especially
of clothing. Union officers are
subjected to
the most humiliating treatment by the
piisou
officials.

The Sanitary Commission sent to my care
great quantities of comforts and luxuries for

the use of the officers. A small quantity of
these were delivered, but the greater part of
them was retained by the rebel officials for
their own use and for sale. In our purchases
we found many articles of these
Sanitary
goods, stolen by the officials and sold to us at
enormous

prices.

The ratious furnished to the privates, consisted entirely of corn bread of miserable
quality, and insufficient quantity, which produces derangement in the digestive organs,
and death. The soldiers are slowly
wasting
away and die of sheer starvation and cold.
Two of them sent off fiorn Richmond at the
same time with
myself, died of exhaustion
before reaching Annapolis.
These poor creatures were reduced to such
a state of extreme
suffering that many of
them were deineuted.
They could uot tell
the name of their Colonel or the number of
their regiment.
One of them had become
perfectly idiotic from long protracted suffering; many of them having slept all winter in
the open air, with no shelter, and without
overcoats or blankets. They were all supplied
C»t
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both, sent them by the U. S. government, but
they were compelled to sell them, in many instances,
procure the means of subsistence,
their rations not being sufficient to support
them in a state of health.
It is understood down South that all rebel
promises to pay” are to be repudiated.
There is no one who pretends tiiat it is to bo
anything else. Rebel currency and rebel
bonds are spoken of with a tone of contempt
by all the public papers. One of the Richmond papers, in an article on llnauces, quoted
a paragraph
from the London Times, in
which it was said, that, in marketing in the
rebel States, the money was taken in the
basket and the purchase carried home in the
pocket book! In a police report, the Examiner said there was I'ouud upon the person of
one accused of stealing, $40 in gold, $75 in
greenbacks, and about half a peck of confederate Treasury Notes and Bonds!
The same
paper spoke of speculators who bud made
the
as
if
it bad been hay,
money buy
“bale,”
and valued by the cubic foot. The soldiers
said they were paid by the paymaster walking
down the line, with baskets of money, every
man
taking out for bimselt as much as be
pleased. Their stated pay is eleven dollars
a month, while
negroes impressed into the
service
or their
owners—receive $45 a
month. The soldiers say the slaves are treat
ed much better than themselves, especially
when sick, because a dead uegro is a loss to
his owner, while a dead soldier is thought to
be a loss to nobody; be Is only a poor white”
who is regarded everywhere in the South as a
nuisance; occupying a lower place in the
social scale than the slave.
The Southern people now, generally understand that the rebel cause is lost, and are inquiring with anxiety, as to the course that
will be taken with tbeir persons and property by the Washington government. I have
been many times inquired of by officers and
civilians upon that point, and have always
assured them that the persons and
property
of the masses of the
would not be Ipto

—

people

^crfered with; that only the active promoters and leaders of the rebellion would be
punished in person and property; that the
Union men of the country who had beeu
plundered by the rebels, would be indemnified out of the property of the aggressors.
Beyond that, I thought confiscation would
not be enforced.
The losses of the South by
the rebellion up to thU time have been enormous.
The Treasury notes and bonds of the
Rebel Government are not less in amount than
$1,600,000,000, an entire loss to the people.—
The money value of the slaves at the commencement of the war, was not less than
500,000,000, soon to be ol no value to the owners.
And the loss of the cotton, suagar and
tobacco crops, and the losses by the desolation of the Southern country, cannot be less
than $1,500,000,000, making the enormous
amount of $5,000,(XX),000! an amount greater
than that of the national debt of Great Britian.
Every branch of industry in the South is
prostrate and ruined; the entire'country is
desolate. Every white male between the ages
of eighteen and sixty is declared by law to be
in the military service of the Confederacy, and
no inau in the entire country
can be engaged as a clerk, artisan or workman in any
counting room, or factory or other establishment, without a regular military detail from
the authorities. Without that, no man can
remain at home to attend to his own allairs,
however important. The Southern country
is a vast camp, full of soldiers, disciplined and
undisciplined,— every man a soldier,—with
none to feed, clothe or pay them.
Sh'l’o the North, the loyal North, the war has
cost fearfully ill treasure anil in blood. The
treasure is to us of small account, liecauseour
wealth is increasing with wonderful rapidity.
A debt that may seem large to us, will be
small for the next generation, whose ability
to pay will be fourfold greater than ours.—
But the expenditure of lile—we cannot measure that by gold.
But we freely lay all upon
the altar of our couutry—fortune aud life—to
preserve our nation from those who seek to
blot it out from the map of the world, and to
WUUUIIV.C
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Tlie institutions of personal, civil and relgious
liberty that we have inherited from our fathers, we mean to transmit unimpaired to our
children, and to that end we gladly devote our
fortunes and our lives.
*
When this war shall be ended, and liberty
shall be proclaimed through the laud to all the
iubabitants thereof, and our government shall
be established in the love and fear of God forever, the survivors will see that the value of it
to the nation and to mankind will be far beyond its cost, and tliose who now mourn the
death of father, brother, son, slain in battle, or
starved in rebel prisons, will be comforted by
the thought that their dear ones perished in
the cause of civilization, humanity and Christianity, and that by their death Justice and
Truth are established
on an everlasting
throne.
_
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Augusta, March 24.
Both branches were harrying up business
Thursday with the expectation of adjourning
sine die yesterday.
Isaac K. Clark was elected Land Agent receiving 114 out of 133 votes cast.
The salaries of the Supreme Court Judges
were fixed at $2200.
The bill to cuahle the stock-holders of the
Kenueliec .V Portland Railroad Company to
call a meeting for the choice of officers, was indefinitely postponed in the Senate.
A large amount of routine business wastransacted.
Premiums for Recruiting.

following dispatch received yesterday
explain itself:
State House, Augusta, March 25.

The
will

To tlu l‘ren

Please

give

oblige:

plice

to the

following

and

The misapprehension of the orders of the
Provost Marshal Genera], which has prevented
the payment of premiums for presenting recruits for new regiments is removed. For
all recruits preseuled before the first of March
a premium of flfteeu dollars for
new, and
twenty-five dollars for veteran recruits will
be paid. Fot recruits presented since, ten
dollars and fifteen dollars premium will be
paid and continued for future enlistment for
all organizations until further orders.
J. L. Hodsdon, Adj. Gen.

The Patent Belle Monte Skirts.
of these celebrated Skirts in the

NEW ADVERTI3BMENT8.

A full assortment
style at

new

LETTER NO. 3.

ANDERSON’S
IIOOPSKIRT AND CORSET DEPOT,
mch23 dtf

Dr M*r»f en what U meant
by
THREATENED CO.NStM PTIOIT,
Its Treatment and Care by

Under Mechanics’Hall.

Post Office, Portland, I
March 18th, 1864.
f
and after thin date, and until further notice,
the Western Mail will be close at this office at 2
o’clock, P. M., instead of 1', as heretofore,
mchld 3wed
A. T. DOLE, P. M.

lahalatian,

J
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To th'

I often have occasion to tell those who call to
consult me. in regard to some affection thev may
have upon the Pimnouary organs, that their case i*
oaeot threatened Consumption, lheiuostot such,
want to know what 1 mean by
Threatened Con•
sum/uion." For the information of auy of your
readers who may be comcious of having any of the
symptoms, 1 will briefly explain what mean by th#
term.
Hy Threatened Consumption is meant the presence of sujh
symptoms as indicate that the lungs
are gradually becoming obstructed in their functions,
without an actual deposition of tubercles having yet
taken place. *•Catarrh"Sore Throat," 44 it*.
ryngitis," and Hr one hit it" all come under this
head.
These affections, ev*u when slight, by obstructing
the freedom of respiration, limit the decarbonisation
of the blood, prevent the full vitaiuation of tfce
chyle, and soon pro luce a scrofulous condition of
the body. As Bronchitis becomes more tirmlv established, the mucus secretion undergoes aa entire

GOODS

KNINO.

K. BABB,
No. V Clapp's Block,

C.
mchlfi

CURE FOR CATARRH.—Dr. Wadsworth !
DRY UP is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease. Thereto no mistake about this. The Dry
Up has cured thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article to constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
U. H. BURRINGTON, Providence, R. I. Also by
H. H. II AY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oot31eod&wtim
ZSTTo

44

cough, hoarseness, or any disease of
lungs.use Howes's Cough Pills. Sold
Portland, and by druggists generally.
jan27 d&w3a*
cure a

the throat and
II. H. Hay,

ohauge.

by

kJP The Post Office is
Hat and Cap Store.

It ceases to be bland, lubricating
liquid, and
becomes acrid and sticky, often completely blocking up bronchial tubes of considerable magnitude,
and shutting off the air from the portions of the
lungs which these tubes supply.
When this is the case, the part of the lungs deol air, colapscs, and the blood which is sent
into it, failing te bo puritied, deposit therein a sedimentary carbonaceous secretion which lorm the nucleus of tubercles. Thus it is that tubercle* arise
in nino cates out of ten, and whatever treatment is
sufficient to remove the chronic disease of the bronchial membrane, and restore the collapsed portions
of the lung*. saves the patient from the terrible
grasp
of Consumption.
The catarrh and bronchial affections ara the forerunner, the exciting causes which first generate tubercle*, and afterwards mature them.
The progress which tubercles make towards the
destruction of the lungs, is verv much governed by
the amount of irritation in the mucus membrane,
which, when considerable, feeds them, and hastens

directly opposite

Harris
Ieb29 ti

prived

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday
March *«•
BuurUes.5.51 I High water,. 1 7
8.0 tele.ti
\ Length of day* _12 29
Thermometer.2 n'tioek A. M 38 deg.

_KIAKKILD.
Id Bangor, I N Hope, of Lowell, Man, and MiM
Annie Wiilian, of B.
lu Bradley,
Timothy II Collins,Co K, 8th
Regt Me Vols. and Miss Nancy Sp»*ncer.
In Rockland, Capt Willingtou J Titus and Miss
Lvdia A »*ooden.
In Waldoboro’, George Winslow and Mrs Clara J
Keen.
In Dover, Thomas Knowlton, of Haugerville, and
Miss Rosilla Pratt, of D; Alpbeus Jeffords, of Foxcroft, and Miss Lizzie A Inland, of D: Rev Horace
Graves and Miss Sarah A Magoon; George Smith, of
Co F, 1st Infantry Michigan Vols, and Miss Hattie B
Buck.
In South Dover, B F Keating, Commissary Serg't
1st Michigan Iutt, and Miss Sephronia S Hutchinson,
of Garland.
In Augusta. Aaron Mardin and Caro’ino A Gordon ; George G Fisher and Lizzie A Bolding
In LitchOoid, James M Waist and Margaret V Gow-

Corporal

their growth.
Th.-se bronchial cases may be said to form the
nursery of consumption, for we are convinced that
there would not be more than oue case w here there are
now ten. If
people were only careful to break up this
chronic bronchial irritation before it has led to the
formation of tubercles.
Rut unfortunately, there has hitherto been no
means ot treatment known to the
profession which
couid accomplish even the remote) of chronic brwnchitis
And now, when '• lubalation" affords saeh
a m»ans, and with a degree of ccrtanity which could
never have been dreamed of, it becomes a difficult

task to awak-n the public to a proper sense of the
danger of delay.
The bronchitic is not very troublesome,—they
hope it will pass off—and in this vain delusion go oil
until startled by the appearance of blood, then it is
too late to prevent consumption. Tubercles are already formed, and it only remains for us to stay
their growth and preveut ihem from ulcerating and
the lungs.
I will here remark that in 1369. two young ladies
came to consult me, as they had sometime*
experienced a flight trouble in the throat. On investigation
1 found a slight affection of catarrh, and *om« branchical irritation. 1 told them that uulevs they made
use of proper means to remove the affection, ttat it
would gradually grow worn# and terminate in consumption. They thought they would let it take its
course, as it had not troubled them much. Thev
didnotai.plv afterwards for treatment, but both
of them filled a consumptive's grave within a year.
Very many such instance* occur in this State, and
there are thousands going on the same wav now,
treating, what seems to them to be a slight affection,
with perfect indifference, while the iusiduou* disease
is hastening them to a consumptive grave.
Persons at a distance can be treated bv letter.
Tour ob’t servant,
CHARLE3 MORSE, M. D.
Physician for Diseases of the Head, Throat, and
Lunga. Corner of Smith and Congress Sts Portland,
where he may be consulted at all times. Offic*, No.
2 Smith St.
mch2S dlt*wlwl2

_DIED.
In North Yarmouth. 18th. of scarlet fever, lizzie
Ella, eldest daughter ot Sylvanus and Sarah F Porter, aged b years.
In Raymond. 19th, Susan S Pennell, daughter of
the late Dixey 8 Pennell, of Gray, aged 19
years.
In Bangor. Charles E Lord, aged 44 years 7 inos.
In Appleton, Nancy Prescott, wife ef Abner D
Harwood, aged 35 years 5 months; Miss Mary Jane
Coilamore, aged 27 years 6 months 11 days.
In Dover, Mrs Jemima Rowe, aged *16 years 2 mos.
in Vassalboro. Mrs Elizabeth Reed, aged 74.
In Franklin. La. Feb 27, Newman A Savage, Co E
29th Me Re*.
a
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PORTLAND.

Friday...March 23.
ARRIVED.

Sfeamsbip America. Martyn, from Liverpool 10th,

via

Londonderry March 11th.

Steamer Lewiston, knight, Boston.
Steamer Potomac. Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
for Boston.
Brig Celia M Carver, Pendleton. Ponce. PR.
Sch Arabella, Frisboe, Addison.
Sch Jrrusha Baker, Barborick, Portsmouth.
Sch Greyhound, Pierce, Southport.

Mercantile

brig Barracouta, Crichton, Matanzas, Emery

THIRD

NEW

JOHN

mil V

Hast Tennessee t uiid.

Donation from Lubec.—Yesterdav Mr.
Rich received the following letter from ladies

Lubec, covering

of

the handsome donation of

$100 from the ladies of that town.
Lubec, March 24,1864.

M. -V. Hirh, Em/.—In response to the apin behalf of ioyal East Tennesseans, the
ladies of Lubec have forwarded to vou one
hundred dollars—the process of an entertainment for their benefit.
Hoping that it will gladden the hearts of
those who have sacrificed so much in our
country's cause,
We are, yours respectfully,
Lizzie T. Simnek,
H. T. Dewey,
In behalf of the ladies of Lubec.

peal

A Hard Case.— A soldier

enlisted

who

from Fremont Plantation, Aroostook county,
writes the Lewiston Journal that when he
enlisted he received no town bounty, that
his family applied for the State aid, which
was refused for a whole year, that meantime
his

had used up all the little property
he tell behind him, and that the State aid

family

furnished is not enough to support his
wife and four children with what they can
get from other sources. He well says, “It is
hard to be a soldier, but harder to know that

family is suflering.”
ship should be attended

Such cases of hardto.

Miscegehation.—We are indebted to A.
Williams & Co., Ilostou, for a copy of this
anonymous pamphlet, of which much has
been said aud written. If any of our white
or colored friends wish to understand the

mixing process, with a view to change the
complexion of their offspring, it is at their
We think it an act of wisdom iu the
withhold his name.

service.
author to

What

Ltrrf.BGirl can do. A daughter of Mr. (iustin of Windham, little Viola, as
she is called, only 11 years of age, collected
a

in a few hours in her neighborhood, for the
Sanitary Commission, $12,50. It speaks well
for-the girl aud the neighborhood. Will not
other little girls see what they can do for the

the sick aud wounded soldiers'?
The Lady’s Hook.—We

are

indebted to
copy of the

the publisher, Mr. Godey, for a
April number of his matchless magazine.
uccuuu:

every

u.mubi

uu
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well-regulated family.
SPECIAL

u

hold.

A lard.
The Cumberland Steam t iro Engine Company No.
3 return their heartfelt thank* to Mr. J. li. tlamlm
for the breakfast and refreshments furnished them
at the late fire on iiob»ou's Wharf.
l’er order,
S. A. CUKSLEY, Clerk.
Portland, March26, 1864

FuauuANV Sozoookt.—This
known and

article has been
appreciated in New York for some time,

but it is

ouly recently that the proprietors increased
ability to supply the article and introduce it to
tho Boston public. It has taken well, for it is really
a very excellent dentifrice,
cleansing the teeth, and
imparting health to the guius. As a wash afte*
smoking, it is very grateful. Having tried it. we
commend it with pleasure.— Botttm Saturday Evenmehl4 It 8
ing Omzetie.
their

Sore Throat,

Cough,
1

old,

and similar troubles, if suffered to
progress, re»ult
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.

BROWN S BRONCHIAL TROTH 18.
compounded so as to reach directly the real of
give almost iustaut relief.
mohfidlm

EP**lf you are goiugto the West, South, or NorthWest, procure Through Tickets at Lnrra'a Cuion
Ticket office, No. 31 Exchauge Street, where you
may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates of
fare, aud obtain all needfti! information.
Nov. a. 1M8.
TuTbSfcwtf

at

74o'clock.
td

cop/.

BENEFIT
-OF THB-

WIDOW’S WOOD SOCIETY.
SOCIAL LEVEE!
Portland Spiritual Association.
Thio Association will

HEW

CITY
-FOB

Brig Nantasket, before reported ashore on Brandywine Shoal is a good coppered vessel. 198 tons register, built at Cherry held iu 1860, owned by John S
Emery A Co, of Boston, Nathan Hinkley.and J W
Sawyer, of Cherryfield. aad valued at $11,000. In-

1853,

Eastport,
TWO

DOMESTIC PORTS.

WEFjk.
March V

Winchester, wi'.i ]mr, feabroad
Street, every
Monday st 6
NEW ESOCud,
?,ci,-'**.';
Capt E. field, svery Thursday at 5 o’clock 1* M
for

ship

EDGAItTOWN—Ar 21st, brig Alruccabah. Brav,
for Boston; sch George E Prescott, lor

Philadelphia

FOKT ROYAL SC-Ar 11th, schs Aun E Glover.
Harmon, Jacksonville; J D McCarthy. Youug. and
James M Parson#, Shaw, Philadelphia; L M Reed. do;
17th, Martha Ann. Sargent, Boston; Caleb Stetsou,
Robinson; Maria Luut, Tracy, aud Lath Rich. BunholT. New York; I8th, brig Delmont, Locke, Wiswell,

f.puteel Furniture at Auction.
Saturday, April td.at 10
OXboase
of Jacob P. Sbattuek,

in

Leach, Endieott, Philadelphia.
PUII4A DELPHIA—Ai 22d, brig Mary E ThompCamphor. Port Roy al SC.
Cld 22d. sch Suow Flake, Dixon, Fortress Monroe.
Cld 24th. sch E G Willard, Parson*. Portland
NEW YORE—Ar 23d, sch Cherub, Bailey, Poit-

land.
Cld

23d, bark* Gratta, Craig, Cadis; N Boynton.
Mitchell. Valparaiso.
Ar 24tli, ship Java. Daggett, Glasgow.
NEWPt »KT-Ar 23d, *ch Li«ie, Guptlll, of and fm

niohibi dtd

Rockland.
In port 23d, 7 PM, the above arrival, and brig John
Batch, for Cuba. Idg: William Fletcher, oland from
Bath lor Philadelphia, ready; Victory.! Harris, Portlaud for Washington DC: Angeline, llix.of and from

st

Notts-?.

Assessors sf the city of Portland hereby
X
give notice to all penon* Uable to tn»>tion in »aid City, that
they will be in ti‘rtun
from the 11 ret to the fonrteentn dav of
April neat.
Inclusive, Sunday* excepted, at their
room*, in tbe
New t'ity ilovertmieat Building, from ton
o clock in the forenoon, and from three to
ire iota*
att?riioou. to recede# tree and perfect liet# of yi
their polls, and rotate*, both renl and n*reonal
including money on Hand or nt intoreet. debt* due to
them more than they are owing, a# alee nil
property
he d in trn«t a* <>«ardian Ks renter,
or otherwiee, on the Bret day
nf Anti] nrit, %nd

fpUK

Frolic, Kennedy, of aud Crum do lor

to'tweWe

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 2 Ilk, sch Cha* Carroll, Ingra-

Rockland.
BELFAST—Ar 17th, bark Era 11 FUk, (new) Fuk.

ham,

for New Orleans; 18th *r.h

Fleetwood. McDonald.

North Haven.
Cld 21*t, sclw S S

Administrate/

Lewis, Harris, Boston; Two
Friend*, Lag ley, Portland.

ship

M

Auctioneers.

Ammor*'

nf an.I

from Calcutta, for Boston
Feb 2*. let St 64 N. lob at* 33 W, ship Joha Tuoker
Hellett, Irotn Boston for Valparaiso
March 18, Int 44 SS, lob 14. passed ship Guy Manueriii/f. from New York for Liverpool.
March 21. let 41 41. Ion 60 24. was
Norpassed

A

Tukey's Bridge,

Westbrook, all tbs furniture iu .aid hou.s *nsi.tiug in part of K-d.tead«. Bed. and Bedding
Brussel*. ( bomber. Oil and Stair Carpets. Chaim,
Kackers. Sofas, Ottoman, Ac in hair, Card Centic'
Work, Pine and Dining Tables, Chamber Sett.’
Damask and other Cnrtnins, Mirrors. Clocks Stoves'
Croctery. Glass, China. Tin, Wo-d nod Iron Ware’
Table Cutlery, Vae ». stuffed Bird. Ac Ac with
tile entire Kitchen furniture
Also 2 Horses
Hay
Cutter., 1 Express Wagon. 1 good four wheel Chaise,
litrnnws, Back Siddlw, Farming utensil- in vnriety, Ac.. Ac
IIKX KT BAILEY A CO

son.

SPOKEN
Jail tlal 4 8, Ion «T R. ship Cromwell, Crock,.r,

e'r'oek

near

Bucksoort.
Cld 14th, brig Mary K Thompson. I-ampher. New
York; schs Kate, Trefethen, Jacksonville; 17th, J L

East^ort,

si'

bunSti,rrWlrni
_inchiBdtf_C. C. KATOIT. Agent.

do.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at l.ondou 8th, Sabrino, Woodward, and H*r>
Warren. Kinsman. Calcutta.
Sid from Portland K, Stb. American Eagle, Ur*|ahart, (from London) New York
Ar at Newport 4th, Su*au A blaLdell, Eaton. London to load for San Francuco;
Emily fraruum.
Sitnex. London
Sid from the Clyde 8th. John Ball. Todd. B<>*toa
Aril Greenock 8th. « tuuUriand. Diaon. N Y urk
Ar at Oneenstown 7th. North America
Portland
(and proceed to Liverpool).
Ar at Smyrna, £»th u't. Starlight. Reynold*, ft a
New York.
Ar at Havre &tk in*t. Matoka. Stevens. Callao
Arnt Antworp Mh Inst. Cortnir. Hughes, N York;
8th. Orion, Cook, do
Ar nt Hong llong Jan 14. Avon, Ingersoll, Boston
Aug 26. via St John NH
Arat Singapore Jau J», Odessa. Nichols. IVnang
Pa«*ed Anjier Jan •>. Gen Putnam, Dabson, from
bbaughae for Liverpool
Arat Boinhav Feb J. Mary Crocker. Stubel, Calcutta: loth. Pericles. Snow. Boston Sept 11; Esmeralda. York, Calcutta.
Ar at Liverpool Uth. Hibernia<•) Portland.
Cld 9th. Empir es. Lyons,
F A Palmer,
E> nus. New Y ork
Ar at Newport 9th. Risiug Sun. Skoltlcld London.
At .shield* loth. Tecnmack, Rowland, for Barcelona aud North America.

State
*nd ,he

ot

Emperor

25th, schs J C liaraden, Bunker. Gonldsboro;
Lapwing. Hallowell, Belthr-t; Juno, Smith, and Sarah. Couar). Rockland; Globe, Snowman, Portland.
Cld
Italia, Patten. Bath, to load for New Orleans; sens City Point. Matthews, St George; Cameo. Smalley. Belfast; Laura Jane. Ryan. do

Padipv

loos

hastport and St. John. H B connecting at
John with steamer
for Digby, Windsor and
Unliha and with the 1.11. 1. Kailroad
lor Shediac and all way stations.
Ketnmiug will Isare St. John every Monday and
Thursday a. 8 u clock A. M Ibr Eastport, Portland
and Boston, stare coaches connect with
steamer at
Eastport tor AUchla*.
Freight for Calais will be forwarded by ailing
* etrsels for the present.
Thtough ticket* procured of the Agents and Clark
on board Steamers.
1,11 * ° c,ock P’ M
Mo°d*r> and
1

SC.
Ar

for New York.

TRIP9~PER

--.

Whnrt

eaC Brown, Burns, Thomaston.
Cld bark Orchiila. Havener, Cardenas; sch N k II
Gould, Crowell, Baltimore: Frank Herbert, Crowell. Wilmington, Del; Torpedo, Low, Hilton Head,

f ay

Steamship Company.
Calais & St Jo’nt.
On and after Mom*
ay

BOSTON—Ar 24th, Br ship Magnet, Keating, LivBr*ck I no, Speight, St John NR; Eb-

Portland;

Society.

International

erpool Feb 23;

Camden, to load with

HALL !

THM-

Music by Chandler. Ticket. 28 cent..N. A. FOSTER.
) Committee
THUS F. CCMMINOS.j
of
M. A. BLANCHARD. I
Arrangement.
Portland, March 28. 1W4.
td
KM Courier copy.

Ship Portland, 997 tons register, built at Portland
in
ha-* been sold at Calcutta for 70.O09 rupees,
and ship Clarissa Bird, 1063 tons register, built at
Kocklaml in 1864, has also been Sold at Calcutta for
86.000 rupees.
Ship Highland Light, 678 tons, built at Damariacotta in 1855, has been sold at Bombay for 14300, and
gone under the British flag, is now called the Premabhoy Hemabhoy, and was loading. Feb 12 for Boston.
*hip Oceau Belle, 1090 tons register, built at Waldoboro in 1S64, has been sold at Bombay, and gone
under the British flag.

L

on

March 30th,

Benefit of the Widow's Wood

sured for 840.0,

«...

hold a SOCIAL I.KVKE

Wednesday Evening next,

DISASTERS.

Liverpool

commence

Courier and Advertiser

I).< r/\»"

18S4.

Crew saved.

way, from

39th iso*.

and at the door.

KJT Argus,

[By Telegraph to Merchants’ Exchange )
Boston, March25 —Ship Northampton, before reported at Prorincetown, sailed atPo'clok, AM to dar
iu tow of steamer Star of the South.

from do for do;
New York.

GOUGH, Esq.,

meh26

day or

arc

the disease and

B.

Doom open at 6. lecture to

The sch reported ashore at Wellfl et 24th. was the
Vivid. Thorapsou. of and from St John XR, with
lumber, for New York. She has 6 feet water in her

Valient. Shute,
NOTICES

04,

HALL,

TICKETS 25 cents each—t y be had at the uaual

place*

Launched—On Wednesday last from the yard of
D O Blaisdell, Bath, a tine schoone r, named Adriana,
150 tou* burthen. She is to be commanded by Cant
3
v
Samuel Williams.

now

my

M nraii

CITY

Tuesday Evening, March

Commodore U. 8. X., L. H Inspector 2d. Diet.

Uostou,

COIHSE,

-BT—

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the Handkerchief Shoal
Light Vessel has parted her moorings, and has arrived safely at anchor off Edgartowu harbor.
a

AND1 LAST LECTURE
WILL BK GIVEN AT

Chesapeake, Willetts, New York, Emery

She will bb replaced upon her station in
two of which due notice will be given.
By order ot the Lighthouse Board,

Association!

TEMPERANCE

k

Brig Ma/atlan, True. Cardenas, Isaac Emerr.
Brig Buckingham, Munroe. Philadelphia. George
Gwynn.
Br sch Clio, McDonald, Prince Edward Island, via
New York, master.
Sch Trade Wind, Hill. N York, R G York k Son.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton, Boston, J B Brown
k Sons.
Steamer
k Fox.

Library

NB

CLEARED.
Br
Fox.

Kditorqf the Portland D iily Pre»$:

came oa

oath
la

ootto- aad lhaa

aajlacl
awiga the A«

oouply

elth thu

I

tr.VrS?rr~''r£y"
I’artlaad. March It, IMA

mrliK

taprillk

1'Hinlgrmnt Aid liaarlaiian.

N’OMCS

la

hereby girea that

a

meetiagot laa “fm

.tw tlMV-Mfimi of V

n$tr

*•

Hm

he

the L ulled Slate# Hotel, .a l ortlaad. oa
Monday. April thr Ith. al 4 oclack p. M.. tar the
parDon* of effecting at ffrgaauar* j0. for the election
oi Associates an.I officers. an; for
general bu*iu*a*.
K. A. FA SWELL,
K D. KICK.
•
tiEO. STETSON.
me h 2*5 dtd
Angn*u. Mur eh 31. 1464.
held at

A t urd.
to tender to tbe Portland Fire Depart
meat, uiy sincere thauks for their long a*d *nce*aliti effort* to resist the progress of (he fire, on
Uohdon'* whs*, by whch it wai saved from complete
distraction
J. II. HA ELIS.
Portland, March, 36. 1S64.
mch26 dt

IDKSlIiK

Wanted.
honest and

Bur, about IS
AX age, to learnintelligent
the D;y Hoods hasiu.se, by

rear,

.•!. li,TOLFO«l>
mohaj
dt(

No #, t

* CO.
rue 84.,

of

Block,

i

matters

ABOUT Town.

Bridgtox Stage.—Mr.

Religious Notices.
tj Divine sorvice and a sermbn may be oxpeotcH
at St Luke's Churoh to-morrow evening, at 7 o'clock
UJT There will be no service at Park street Church
to-morrow

yi'tu Washingtonian Society hold meetinKS
every Sunday evening, at Sons ol Temperance Hail,
858 Congress street, commencing at 7 o'clock. The
public

are

tf

invited.

fey Rev. Mr, Tuckcrmau will preach to the aolCamp Berry to-morrow morning at 11 o'clock
Homing service at Bethel Chapel will lie omitted.
Lvclurcs on "Thv CrOit-Htmtr."—The second
lecture of the series will he given at tho West Congregational Church by the l'astor, to-morrow (Sunday) evening, at 7 o’clock. Suojcct—"The Cross
Presented."
S^-Mra. S. L Chappell, medium, will lecture in
Mechanics Hail to morrow afleruoou and evening,

diera at

at 3 and 7 o'clock.
Sunday School at

10). Conference at 1) o'clock.
will preach at Second Adgy Elder A. W
vent Util to-morrow. The public are invited. Seats
free.
sy There will be ,p reselling at the Bethel Church
to morrow afternoon, aud a prayer meeting in the
evening nt the usual boor.

Libby

United States District Conn.
WAKE, J., PRESIDING.

Yesterday the testimony iu the libel cases
brought by Messrs. Fessenden A Butler was
concluded, and Judge Shepley made the argument tor the claimants.

low in

will fol-

Mr. Butler

argument for the libellants.

an

Municipal Court——March 25.
Harry Shankling (erroneously reported yesterday as Henry Sinclair) was brought up
charged with larceny of rope from a vessel.
The proof against him was too strong for his
plea of not guilty, and he was sentenced to
thirty days itulhe county jail.
Margaret Blake, for drunkenness and disturbance, was lined three dollars and costs.
Committed.
Police of the City.

special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen yesterday afternoon, the Mayor
At a

nominated and the Aldermen confirmed the
following as the Police of the City for the
present Municipal year:

City Martha!—John 8. Heai.d.
Orpvty Marti,alt—Alonzo Wentworth,

Wyman Long runs
city toBridgton, passing through Saccarappa, Gorham Factory
Village, White Bock, East Standish, Fitch’s
Mill aud Sebago. At the latter place it connects with a stage for Lovell and one for SaIt leaves the City Hotel
co.
every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock, and
Bridgtou Center, every Monday, Wednesday,
aud Friday, at 7 o'clock.
Mr. Song is well known as one of the most

front

yA rumselier. named Peuueman, in
Skowhegau.has been fined $100 and costs.
£jF~The citizens of Phillips and of Industry gave the returned soldiers a banquet.
EfThe cattle disease has appeared again

will be forty States iu the L'uion.

Mtarllon

III..-mm II

Ik-...-

The

following pcrsous were appointed specpolicemen without pay, vis:
David Stilling*,Ira Stilson, John M. Rooney,
Lewis Buuce, Janies M Currier, James 11.
ial

Pinkham, Isaac W. Scam man. Winslow A.
Barbour, Mark Wiggin, Levi Williams, George
Fessenden, James P. Skillin, George A. Mason,
James Jordan, Bernard Daly, Caleb S. Hatch,

Edward H.

Bachelder,

Ripley, Henry

White, Joseph

P.

Peter Williams.

A license as victuallers was

granted Messrs.

Mack A Mahoney.
FitEiiEUK
auuounce

Doiglahs.—We

k

are

to

happy

that arrangements have beeu made

A Shovel Handle

IW~

Factory
erected in Skowhegan.

be

syif any of our readers desire to be free
from the diseases iucideut to the season, we
would advise them to try Loriug’s Fluid Extract of Dandelion.

It is composed of dande-

lion, yellow dock, mandrake, and sarsaparilla.
This purely vegetable preparation acts directly upon the primary cause of disease, regulates the bowels, giving a healthful action to
the liver, and a correct tone to the stomach.
As a spring medicine, it has no superior.
Prepared and sold by Tliomas G. Loring,
druggist, corner of Exchange aud Federal

destroyed by fire on
jy ,Xew York city

was

Pkbsonai..

Wo understand that S. L.
Cableton, Esq., of this city, takes passage in
the steamship Jura, which sails from this port
to-day for Liverpool. Mr. C. goes out officially, as the representative of the Sons of
Temperance, of the National Division of
which he is the presiding officer. We commoi.d Kim

in

—

ll..

!(&<.».)(

other side of the

nl

Atlantic,

CL.

4* UL

iL.

and wish him

pleasant journey and a safe return. We
derstand he contemplates beiug absent

a

un-

till

about the first of June.

Obsequies.—The funeral of Deacon Mark
Walton took place yesterday afternoon from
the 1st Baptist Church. -The bouse was well
filled. Ail the employees in Corey’s Manufactory, where Mr. Walton has been employed
for twenty years, were present.
were conducted by Kev. Dr.

The services

Bliailer, who,

after giving notice that at some other time he
should preach a funeral sermon, addressed the
associates of the deceased in a few appropriate and

affecting

The Fiiie

remarks.

Camp Beubv.—We regret to
Camp Berry, Thursday night, the Band lost all their music and
clothing, The loss of the leader of the Band
was about $300.
The members receive but
thirteen dollars per month, and they have been
extremely accommodating to the people of our
at

learn that at the lire at

city

Stephens

the 17th inat.
has a groggery for

every 100 inhabitants.

IT A testimonial fund
George Thompson.

being raised

is

for

sy it is reported that Hon. Owen Lovejoy is at Brooklyn, hopelessly ill.
»y Gen. W. Y. Smith has been confirmed
as Major General.
jy Ship fever is prevailing to an alarming
extent

in New York.

tr Isaac
Land Agent.
ET* The

K.

Clark, Esq.,

has been chosen

lGth Maine is under

mand of Lt. Col. Farnham.
The

Prince of Wales has been

Young

His name
christened.
Christian Edward.

is

Albert Victoria

ry The last Joke of the Season—The wiizened local ot the Advertiser talking about
muddling! Heaven save the mark!
$y Francis Whittmore of Waldo, has
been arraigned at Belfast, charged with selling unwholesome beef.
Cyitev. L. H. Witham of Biddeford is to
go South with the 32d regiment, in connection
with the medical department.
Ear- The net profits of a Universalist Levee
held in Gardiner a short time since, exceeded
$300.

CyRev. H. W. ltugg has been elected
Superintending School Committee, by the
VH/

Ul

VUUUUI

WtU.

jyCol. Tilden of tlie 10th, has just returnfurlough at home in Castine, and
now on his way to his regiment.

is

jy“Miss Willey, of Calais, on returning
a neighbor’s house on Thursday
night,
where she had been, at a late hour, on an er-

from

rand of mercy, fell and broke her

arm.

in

playing gratis
hope some measures

for charitable

objects.—

will be taken here to

remunerate them for their loss.

Atwood,Co. B, 16th Maine,
£^”Capt.
who has been confined in Libby prison, since
the battle of
and

Gettysburg, has been paroled
returned home on Tuesday.

y If butter should continue to go np in
price, as it has fora few weeks past, It may
be necessary to organise an anti-butter socie-

typyThe New York Post gives some very
good reasons why the National Union Convention should be postponed until the first of
September.
jy* A building situated on Main St. in Lewiston, and occupied by Mr. Townsend and
others, was partially destroyed by fire, on
Wednesday last.
py The Temperance Division in Stark
gave the returned soldiers

welcome entertainment,

of that town, a
on Tuesday of last

a

of

it,

particularly the
plot to blow up Libby
but

evidence of the infernal
orison, with its eight hundred inmates, Union
officers and prisoners of war.

ByThe Lewiston

Journal sajs tbe only
lecture iu the Course in that city, that has

paid

its expense was that ofFrederlck
As the Course is sustaiued by

Douglas.
private
individuals, the public should patronize them.
ETi'i dassachusetts during the year 1863,
there were fifty-eight joint stock corporations
formed and seven old ones Increased their

capital stock. The capital invested in these
enterprises in 1863, was about ten millions of

have been detailed to reenuit a company for
that regiment, and will open an office for that
purpose in the recruiting rendezvous in front
of the Post Office.

Capt. Chadwell has had
the service, and so has

good experience in
Mr. Beal, who for two years past
on our police force.

has been

Pebham, ms Enterprise and Success.
are glad to know that the indications of a

We

brilliant success of l'erham’s Mirror of the
Rebellion in this city are most favorable.

Everybody
everybody

is interested for the soldiers, and
will patronize an entertainment de-

voted to such

a

noble purpose.

Fire.—Yesterday afternoon a car load ol
pressed hay, standing on the track at the
Grand Trunk depot, caught fire from the
sparks of a locomotive, and both were destroyed. The steam lire engine Casco prevented the destruction of any other property,
mt- The lecture of Miss Mattie Greenwood

Courtship aud Marriage, will take place
this evening at new City Hall. Every persot
who purchases a ticket secures a present o

on

some

kind or other.

Bee advertisement.

elegant Cloths for Gen
Bpring Garments has just been re
by Aug. F. York, at bis new store, Nc

A Fuemi Lo r of
tinmen's
ceived

104 Middle street.

HTThe Mercantile Library will be ope
to day, at 3 o'clock, for the delivery of book:

By It is said Gove, tlie murderer of Shercamp in tlie woods near by
where he was taken, so arranged that he

iff

Smith, had

could have

easily defended

twenty armed
oue

a

men.

himself

against

The wonder Is that but

victim is the result of iris capture.

By The Lowell Courier says a man who
lent a sheet for attiring a Milford soldier for
a wake, would take no
pay for it after it had
been inadvertently buried with the corpse,
but insisted upon having the body disinterred
which was finally done, so that he could get
his property. The Courier insists that he
was

a

“mean rascal.”

By The Belfast Age says a man named
W. G. Hussey of Freedom, belonging to the
batteries, was arrested in that city on .Saturday, for passing one or more $5 bills on the
Eastern bank, Bangor. A roll of bills of the
same
description, supposed to have been
thrown away by him, was found in the street
opposite the American House. He was arraigned belore the police court, and bound
over

for trial.

man giving the name of Geo- H.
and a young woman have been ar
in Boston of suspected crime. The
parties represeut that they came from a towi
iu this State and are respectably connected,
that they are unmarried, hut tlie lady lieinj
in trouble, she went to Boston
for the
purpose of hiding her shame, her lover ac
companying her. That they took rooms with
a private
family, in Charlestown where a chile
was recently born, which has been made waj
with by Smith. The girl is apparently un
der the entire control of Smith. Both are ii

tr.v

Smith,
rested

custody, awaiting further development*.

denas
Ar at Cardeoaa 15th, bark .! H U Crowley. Portland brigs H Wtries, do: 17th. do
Railed, brigs John Piero aud Mary Fox. Portt;th. fredonia. do.
Ar at Malanias luih bark St Jago. Portland; brig
P R Curtis, do; 17th, bark Xortoa. do; brig Aaaandair. do
Sailed IMh, PreatlM Hobbs, Portlaad
Sailed from t lenfaego. lath bet
(a Sarah. Bootee;
10th. Exemplar, do
Mset

Arms.
Mr. Spaulding, of Ohio, refused to be arrested at first, but as motions were made to
the detriment of the Sergeant-at-Arms for
not doing his duty, he came to the liar, excused the officer, explained his absence aud
was honorably
discharged by a vote of 01 to

21.—Adjourned.

From

If'ai/iiiif/fon.

Cottoa

firmer.

Kxw You. March 25.
2890 bale, at 74*75e lor

taler

Btosk
Stocks

ou

the street

Erie preferred,.\\2i
Michigan Southern..

Toledo & Waha.di.
711
Pittsburg. Fort Wavne and Chicago,142}

following:

‘•Soldiers of the 5th corps—By direction of
tha War Department, I am relieved from duty
with the army of the Potomac. In obeying
an order so wholly
unexpected, 1 part from
you with the profouudest regret. We have
been associated since your organization as a
corps. We have shared all the campaigns of
this glorious army, and for nine months it has
been my pride aud distinction to be your chief.
The history of your achievements adds a
lustre to the history of your country, and in
the great battle of the war, on the 2d of July,
180:5, your heroism aud valor indisputablysaved the day. I part from you feeling assured that your manly virtues, courage and
patriotism will still be conspicuous in campaigns to come, and that the insignia borne
on your flags and worn upon your breasts will
in the shock of battle always lie found in the
thickest of your country’s foes.”
Marine JJleaetrrn.

Philadelphia, March 25.
The ship Sea Crest,from Liverpool via Fayal, for this port, dragged her anchors in a gale
on Wednesday, and went ashore five miles

above Delaware Breakwater.
She has six
feet water in her hold. The oillcers and crew
were saved.
Brig Susan, from New York for
this port, and the schooners Clara Ellen, and
Somerset, were all driven ashore and are full
of water. Sch D. W. Eldredge sunk at the
Breakwater, and two men were lost.

Fobxbess Moxboe, March 25.
Tho ilnunntoli

ctoo

inor

bV>pf

lu/il-ann uevit-iwl

bore tills morning from tbe blockading fleet
off Wilmington aud reports a great dumber
of wrecks strewed along tbe coast from Hatteras to Cape Ltenry, aud spars and pieces of
wreck floating about.

California

Cttion Stair Convention.

San Francisco, March 25.
The Union State Convention organized at
Sacramento yesterday by the election of Wm.
H. Sears as chairman by forty-five majority
over W. H. Parks, the atiti-Conness candidate.
The whole vote cast was 257.
To-day the convention unanimously adopted resolutions praising the National Administration, declaring Mr. Lincoln its first choice
for next President, and endorsing Messrs.
Conness, Higby, Shannon and Cole of the California delegation in Congress.
A seperate resolution in memory of T. Starr
King was adopted by a standing vole, all the
members rising from their seats in silence.
The delegates to the Baltimore convention
have not elected, but doubtless the majority of
them will be friends of Mr. Conness.
♦

Quota of Pennsylvania.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 25.
An investigation of the official figures discloses the fact that when Pennsylvania is given credit for enlistments in the
regular army
aud marine service and the navy, her quota
under the call for 500,000 men, will be nearly,
if not quite, full. The statement that the deficiency of Pennsylvania is 74,000, is incorrect,
that being the entire number of men Aue from
the State under all the calls, allowing no
credit for veteran volunteers aud new recruits
since Jan. 1st
The

From JVetr Orleans.

New York, March 25.
The steamer McLellan, from New Orleans
14th, via Key West 18th, arrived to-night.
She left New Orleans with the steamer Thos.
A. Scott in tow,but had to part company with
her on the 22d, off Hatteras, during a heavy

gale.

The French guuboat Marcena, from ForMonroe, arrived here to-night.

tress

GOODS,

ean now

tii

Gentlemen's and

Chicago

& Xoith

Western.

$2

Illinois Central scrip,.140;
Cleveland k Pittsburg..Vill
Alton k Terre Haute.
gyj

BAILEY AND NOYES,
I) G A L K R 8

IN

P APEH 1\V% GIN GS,

Illustrated

style of room.
We invite those in want of JlOOAt PAPER to
examine our patterns, before pdrchasing elsewhere.
They are bought here for cash, and we can afford to
sell at a pair price.
BAILEY AND NOYES,
BooksellerK and Stationers*,
56 A 58 Uapitnugr Street,
Portlau*’.
N B. Country dealers will find it to their advant-

age to rive us a call, if in want of Room Paper.
mch26 2nnifc w

A*

AT TIE TIKI
• —I

«»

|>H«i

W Ik* people

CLOl

Pulley EtevatiuQ and Revolving
Dyed for sale at 2f9 Cougreaa Street.
unsurpassed by auy

229

Congress

Street.

T3 ARTIES haviug capital to iuvest would do well
A

to call at No. 229

Congo**

is

being madr by those who have
MONEY
ed at 229 Congress Street.

invest-

A SPRING BED, which, for simplicity and durab lity, is unsurpassed. Samples at229
Congress

UPOI!

Jl

Wringers

at

a

new

229

Congress Street.

Repair’s Wringe and Lamps
UUNDLET
Congress Street.
moh24 dtf
s

at

Spring

P. B.

FROSTj
Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange St.,

HA* BXMOVBD

NEW

-i

__„
bt huh

lAiLti.ico.iccnumiu

Mw*wr at lartMB.
Karek Hat. attaelaah. p
n,.?w*>
"
Th

iu

Vetting, Army

and Navy Cloths.

Every pains will be taken to give entire satisfaction
FITTING, workmanship and price**.
Particular attention

given to

HAVANA SUGAR.
300 Boxes Havana Sugar, for Sale by
1101*11 \l EATON, No. 1 Central wharf.
Portland, March lx, 1864.
mehl* d3w

HOOTS Ai\D SHOES!
W. W.

LOTIIHOP,

H8 Middle Street.
" here can be found a large assortment of
Ladies’, Cents’, Misses'. Boys’ and Youths’
f ■^fasbionabl* HOOTS, SHOES and Itl’B^^^HFHS ot the best manufacture and at rea*
eonable prices. Bop vs a ad shoes made to measure

F.ANDEKSON,

Surveyor and Civil Engineer,
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
mchl7d&wtf

Tkscitlk Sthkkt.

TH’IUIIWTS
ANNUAL

EXCHANGE.

ivr
me prrpri#T<rS
««rni
has the honor to announce a plan for th< fo un
a National Ihstjtcti' n, to be a borne
tor Invalid and Disabled Soldiers
The original number cf Tickets homed, to be sold
was 100.000, one third of which umber has air
re*d y been sold in Boston, Maas w here the eater*
prise was first projected.

TUK

subscriptions
subscription

Notice.

hereby cautioned against harboring
trusting any of th« crew of the
British Ship Jane, C'apt. Samuel J. Hat field. from
Car lift, as no debts of their contracting will be paid
by the Captain or Consignees,

ALL

are
or

persons

inch*.’4 d3t•

P.

RANDALL k SON.

Consignees, Cliesapeake.
Steamer Chesapeake will commence dieX charging, Thursday, 24th ult.. at the eud of
Brown's wharf. Owners of G« ods by sail Steamer,
will please call at our office and sign the general
average bond.
KMEUYti FOX.

JOSIAH

Tailors'

which wiil be

a

exhibited for this purpose

a.-*

Found.
ATI'S and Chain
picked up in the itreet.
AW
or Portland, by lientkmau from the
Conur.
taat

above.

wne

December. The owner cnn bore tee came by
prov.improperly, and paying lor thia advertisement
on calling it So. lib Clork Street.
mchSSdlw

Lost.

and Saturday, April 0

3 o'rlck,
ChildChildren admitted

at
to accommodate Ladies and
ren.

Mechanic.' Hall,
Congre.H Stioet,
OSpackage
.ontainlng two pain Uadiee' Far Calk
and other
The du
ueer

at lo cents eaeh

lura.

mcL26dlw

Freight Wanted.

A Dollar Ticket consisting of Five Coupons, four
of which are admissions to the Mirror, good at any
time, and the other a Certificate of an interest in
the enteprise w hich the purchaser retains.

Baker’s celebrated

Milibridgc
I^UttInt/>tclor,
mch24 3t*

GOOLD

New

announces to his
as he has se-

a

CONFECTIONER,

RECRUITS^ WANTED
For the

The talented young Lecturer, whose efforts in her
own and other countries have been
highly approved
by the literary and religious public, will deliver her
highly interesting

Period of

OUR

DUTIES,

The above bounty ia only offered until April let,
alter which date coiney the draft.
Kecruitlg 081c*,
of Exchange and Fore street!.

OK THE RELATION OK YOUNU LADIES To

Charlotte

Knsse,

plain

or

fancy.

Experienced Waiters,

WANTED

Tenement Wanted*
hire four
WANTED
small family, with
Rout in advance
to

a

of her lectures to the humane purpose of a stating
those who are nobly struggling to comfort and relieve the

LU I

8it>. I' rtland
me Lb dtf

AND DISABLED
have periled all and sacrificed health

SICK

colors, at

HARRIS'!
•

SILK DRESS HAT
at

hcroe who
and home in defence of their country’s honor.
In every instance she hts been more or less successful in her mission, and will in thK as in other
cities, promptly and freely place half the profits at
the disposal of the Sanitary Commission ot this city.
Mis* Greenwood’s lecture oilers great inducements
to the public for their attention, for aside from its*
Intrinsic merits as a literary production, similar to
the best E» glish writers in advice to the young of
her own sex, which having been flatteringly patronized in her own country, appeals to
and
patriotism, and offers in addition to every patron
who secures a ticket a

Harris’, opposite Post Office.
d‘2w

Wauled.

HALLOWELL HOUSE
REOPENED!

Admission and a Present,
25 cents.
Reserved Seats and a Present, 50
Reserved Seats and no Present, 25

NEW FURNITURE & FIXTURES!

buy

The public are
informed that the
convenient and well known Uallowell
in
the
two miles from
center
of
HalJowell.
mouse,
Augusta, aud lour mi’cs from Togus Spring, has
been refurnished, aud is opt-u for tie reception of
company and permanent boarders.
Every attention will bo given to the comfort of

guests.

the usual conveniences of
are amply provided.
llallowel', Feb. 1 1S*>4.

popular hotel,

a

mch2£ eodtf

Colley,
Cabiuet

Burnham & Co.,
Makers aud Cpholsterers,

368, Congress Street,
kinds of Cabinet and Up*
prepared to doatallthe
AREholstery
shortest notice. All
work,

kiuds of

Furniture, Lounges A iUattresses
—constantly
public are invited to
on

le. B. The
ii> *h4 dtf

MJ1CRA8IBS

hand-

OF

call aud examine.

have them

1,000

put in perfect order, either by Djeing
tne

fentlemeu

ANNUAL

BUY YOUR JEWELRY

BALL!

Ihe First Annual Ball of the

Irish American Relief Associat ion
WILL

Orders may be lo t at the office, i»7 Exchange
mehl7 d8w
street, or at the Dye House

ftEW

TAKB

FLACK

CITY

Exchange Street,

,

00

ARRANOHMHNP®

BROW* &. CROCKER,

PLASTEnERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Oak Sireet, between Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND.

Coloring, Whiteuiue and White washing promptly
attended to. tJP”Orders front out of town solicited.
febl2 d2m*

DRIGG1ST,

Jas.
Jas. McLautrhliu,
Beruar i Daily,
D. O’Kdey.
P McCaflerty.

MeGlinchy.

John McKinney,
Thomas Parker,
J. J. Bneehau,

John Bodkin,

FLOOR

Every parson th it buys $2.00 worth of Jewelry at
oue time will receive a #1.00 Book,gratis.
mchlT dSw*

HALL,

MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 28th.
COMM ITTKB OP

DRESSER’S

AT

-OH

Michael McCarthy,

—AT—

THOMAS G. CORING,

LADIES
will do well to call and get their tickets in the early
part of the day.
Although this locture is an address to young ladies.
are respectfully invited to attend amt
riug their lady friends with them.
To prevent confusion, the doors will be opened at
61 o’clock. Lecturt begius at 8 o’oicck.
mch?4 d3t
BT“For particulars see bills.

HOUSE,

CORNER PREBLE AM1> PORTLAND STS.

09

Jas. McMain,
John McKiuuey,
Michael McCarthy,
Wm. Melaugh,

MAVAUKK8:
B. O’Connor,
M II. Roddy,
P. E. Mnonuey,
F T. bheridau.

£.y Music by Chandler's Quadrille Band.
TICKETS, admitting one Gentleman and two
Ladies. 91.00; spectators, 25 oeuta—to be had of the
Committee of Arrangements and at the door.
1
raopen at 7. dancing to c Hunt
mchltt
No checks given from the gallery.

Real Estate for Sale.
three Story Brick House and Lot,

No 54
Ihe house contains twelve
well tinielied room*. Bathing room, hoc amt cola
water, Furnace. Oar*, aod all other eon. euie.ee* of
flood Made. Ku^utreof
a first clas* house,

fit HE
X Cumberland St.

SOUTHARD
mch22 ittf

78

k WOODBURY,
Commercial Street.

-AND-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,
Corner of Eichangrl Federal Sl’a.
A perfect fit
lidered.

guaranteed.

The poor

liberally

TO

con

mch2r> dtf

THE AFFLICTED!

ur. w. is.

DEiima,

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’* Block,
CORSKR

OPCOSORRSS AND ELM STREETS

to the citizens oi
respectfully
Portland and vicinity, that he has permanentWOULD
lv located In this
annonnoe

I

city.

During

the eleven months
that vehave been in town we have cured some of
the worst forms of disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vaiu, and curing patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not itay ca*ed, we will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty*
one years, aud is also a regular graduated
physMun
Electricity is
adapted to chronic diseases
in the form or nervous or sick headache; newralgln
in the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not folly
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
oi the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deaf ness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indlgest^pu, constipation and liver comDlaiut, piles—we cure
asthma, bronchi*
every case that can be

perfectly

{
| palsy

presented;

oompliiit,.

By miootrlolty
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and tha lazy
leap with joy, aud move with the agility and elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the frost
ity of
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removod; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied lorm to move upright; the blemiahee ot
youth are obliterated; the acctticntt of mature life
prevented; the calamitiei of old age obviated, and
an aotive circulation maintained.

youth;

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet: weakma oat oha
lame and weak backs; nervoua and aick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain in the aMu
and back; leucorrhcsa, (or whites); felling of the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
ail that long train os diseases will find in Electricity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation,
too profeiv menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladies. Electricity la a certain
specific, aud will, In a short time, restore the Mbrer
to the vigor of health.
have on K l ectro-Chemical Apparatus lor
such aa
extracting Mineral Poison trim the
Arsenic, he. Hundreds who
Antimony,
Mercury,
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, and various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine cases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
can be restored to natural strength and vigor by tha
mso of from five to eight Baths.
Office hours from S odock ▲. M. to 1 F.x.;l|
4; and7 to 9 f. m.
Consultation Free.
Jyl4 lsedt

system,

Dirigo liiMintitee Company.
TUE undersigned, a majority of the persona
I
named in the first section of au Act entitled
"
Au Act to incorporate the Dirigo
approved April 4. 1S&6, hereby give

Insurance Co
notice that they

opeuad Books for subscription to the Capital
Stock, of said Company, at thu Office of the rortlattd Mutual tiro Iusurauce Company, or at tha
Mi reliant*’ Exchange Room.
JOSErn HOWARD.
I. BEN STbELE.
A K SaURTLEFF.
J. B. CARROLL.
have

WM. CM ASK.
fZRA CARTER JR.
J. C. BROOKS.
D W (LARK
W W. THOMAS.

Sicotrlt Canvass.
BOLT8—from the factory of David Uor1
aar k Son*, Leith—a *ail cloth of nuperiur
quality—Just received pev "Jura", and for .ale by
MotifiVEKY, KYAN k DAVIS,
Ml Commercial Street
■uchffi dtf

Office.

WOMEN,

IVEedical

the ticket is

OKA ft D

BOHEMIAN,

or Rennishiug, at
PORTLAND DV£

as soon as

at the store next new City Hall and present at the
same time.
Those who prefer can have a choice of presents,
but in every iustauce the reserved sc ts offer far more
satisfactory results.
Among the gifts are one 8ewing Machine. Watches,
Dresses, Fancy Goods, Jewelry, Toys, Books, Stationery, Silver Plated Ware, ko Ac.

GOODS

FROM THE

WRECK OF THE

present

Get your Tickets To-day

STABLING,

and all

a

In order to accommodate all, it is advisable that
you get you tick* ts early. Many persons are accustomed to put off obtaining tickets till the evening of
the lecture, which gives item a geed deal of trouble
and annoyance.

Address
at the Press

To make Army Drawer.. Aleo good Pent Beeure
and kuibhyri wanted in the thou to make ARMY
PASTS.
None bat good workmen wanted. Apply At the
rooms in PkKR STJIRKT BLOCK, over tbe etom
one doer north of Tolford'e.
No work given out or
taken in Monday forenoons or Saturday afternoon.
kb--9 dtf
8. W. HUNTINGTON.

remember:
Every person gets
bought.

”P.

WANTED!

ticket.

specially

spacious,

oan

a

son.

tf

On sale every day at the store next to the new City
Hall, where the present Is obtained a.* soon as you

S.G. DENNIS, Proprietor.

has soother boarders,

a

a

present i
varying from a trifle to an article of real and substantial value worth For.y Dollars.

or fire rooms, suitable for
good water privileges.
if required
Address Tenant Box
i’o»t Office. stating pries and locality.

in
family that
BOARD
for gentleman and
n»ch3

humaefty

mchld

mill new

rortland P 0.

to rent, a house
pleaeantly altnated,
couranieut tor one. or two •mall tamillee.
Addrene A. M. 1*. Bux 34d P O
mchg ,dtf

ONE HALF THE PROCEEDS

’S,”

8pring,

Waul to Purchase
Dwelling Home, nullable for a email family, lc*
eated above llrown etruat. Addreee. Mattes

location and term*,
mcblOdtr

Mice Greenwood, who armed in this oountry but
few weeks since on her first visit, determined to
devote

the celebrated cloth

for

V

a

mch23 dtf

the

17th, U S Reg t. Recruiting omaar.

mchlA d*2w

SANITARY eOlfl’HISSION

I. Barnunt, Cotlmun Block,
Temple Sired, Portland, Me.

Also

t.

Wauled.

N.B. Please bear in|mind|ihat II JUS 1'M buys and
the best Matetial that the country affords.
Call and examine.

uses

■„ It

Cap

It was of this lecture that the Bishop oi NewfoundIt is worthy the attention
land remarked upon
of all—ftill of such advice as a mother would give to
her daughter; or that a judicious teacher would
impart to her pupils."

or

the Country will receive prompt

11

J. P. WALES.

SOCIETY,
COURTSHIP & MARRIAGE.

Confectionary,

who arc competent to take charge of
Wedding
other Parties, wijlbe furnished on application.

I

comer

HOME

Cake, Pastry,
Or

Enlistment Three Years.

TITHE RECRUITS are wanted for the 17th tj. 8.
X Iteg't., Head Quarter, at Eort Preble, Maine

ENTITLED

Jellies, Naiads,

Regular Army.

BOUNTY, $709.

LECTURE

Boned Turkeys, Birds, Meatof all kinds,
Every Variety of lee Cream,

of

March 36th.

Miss Mattie Greenwood,

who haa had thirty year* (-xperiecco in the beat and
larao.t houses in NLW VUUK. BOSTON, and other
citiea, that he i« prepared to furnieh Wedthrg nr
Other Partite, and Kamiiiea w ith every description
and variety of article* in hla Line, viz.

a

The finder will beduituably rswarded by leaving It
at Chw. Holdencorner W Li mot end (umberland
Streets.
mch28 dlw*

City Hall,

Saturday Eve's,

pleasure
Patrons and the Public, that
THEoldSubscriber
cured the services of

j|

Tippet Lott.
afternoon..March 14>th, between 811*
SATURDAY
aud Washington Streets,
Fitch Tir*BT.
ver

NOTICE.

A mi

man that thoroughly underapply.
Hand their buelnci permanent employment and
gook wage* will be given. Applv immediately to
M il F. PARKER.
mrh2« St
113 Exchange St.. Portland, Me

men

COURTSHIP IMP MARRIAGE!

pleated to wait upon his former customers.
Portland. March 24. 1804.
dtf

he

All Orders from
attention.

lir.t-cla*. CphoUterv, and oaa
WANTED—Two
good Cabiuet Maker. Sone but good work,
need
To

National Home Tickets, admittirg Four $1,00
each, for sale at Re bookstores, and at the United
States Hotel, and at the Hall.
For full particulars see bills.
roch24td

Will say to his friends that he may be found at Burleigh’s, No. 141 k 143 Middle street, where he will

with

Admission 35 Cents.

Singte

Cherrydeld, by Schooner
Ivingat liuioa Wharf.
capr. wm. Wallace.

and

now

Sewing Machines,
Not. 141 & 143 Middle Street.

a

will confer n favor and
leaving ihvm at
G. A SUSsK HALT’S.
No. 12k Middle street.

ter

be anitn ly rewarded by

BliKLEItiH,

FRENCH COOK AND

met** did

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

MTIO.VU Hem TICKETS AlllTI.1t fur *1.99 Eark.

NATHAN

< hair.,

"«'«■

Nos. 141 A 143 Middle Street.

for Grover k

TeMee.Cerd.

Table*, kofka. Lennart. BaReker*. Mfnka. Matt ream. Carpet*.
Olaa* Ware,
Cattery. c«ee aad
Kitchen knrniturr, with a
treat variety of other ar-

rren*.

Three Grand Afternoon Entertainment!
Saturday, April 2d, Wednesday, April 6,

Trimmings,

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,

Agent

f xt-aatve

a

-AMD-

JOSIAH

at IS XxHotel, eaa-

at

Mirror of the Rebellion!

BURLEIGHj

Clothing,Cloths,

.tat unlay. March atith.
»j A. M
OK ckaate
Street. the laraitare of

tu part of dx Wa'iol
•aiikjt
Work aad Pembroke

ADMISSIONS to the

iuch24 dlw

A NOTHKR course of lessons in Gymnastics will
In. commence at 175 Middle Street, on Wednesday, March 28J. Children, twelve years old and
under, will meet at 2 o’clock ; those more than twelve
and loss than sixteen, at
o’clock on the same
afternoon. Terms as before for children's class. $1
for ten lessons.
mohitf dlw

aa

waedaa

Each ONE DOLLAR TICKET is good for FOUR

Wholesale ami Retail Dealer in

fit UK

Gymnastics.

half

TO

MEETING.

Anniversary of the opening of the Merchants* Exchange will occur March 30th. A
full attendance of the members is requested on that
day, at which time the subscription hills for the enwill
suing year will he ready. All new
comm, nee at that da*e.
The terms of
will be the same as last year, viz: $6 00 lor single inPer order.
dividuals, and $8.00 lor Arms.
M N. RICH, Sup’t.
mch‘22 dtd

a

Hotel I nrnllnrf at AmcUok.

ding of

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle Street.

from the best French and American stock slid on
the latest style lasts.
Wil. W. LOTHRoP.
mch22 d2m

JOBS

and

n-

K. M fATTKX, AKtiM«r-Oa«r
Kxebaafe m.

CLOTHS FOR BOY’S WEAR,

Culling Ar Manufacturing Hoy’s Clothing
inch 9 eod3m

■

t

*

Nice

•*

3l«. IM

TICKET HOLDERS.

STORE, EVANS* BLOCK,

returned from New York and Boston with
the best assortment and newest styles of

Embracing all the deoirabla STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to b* touud iu the market, suitable for
BUSINESS
SUITS,
ENGLISH
WALKING
COATS. Spring OVEHCOAT8 and DRESS SUITS.

araaaie at. aad ed eaB

*?**"■ W pak*» ■Malta.
flkiwtetae Haaa at I*-*
* bbmhium le
««n

k DONATION OF $34,720.00

JOSIAH BURLEIGH

Having

EnKliAli. French, Ocruian, Scotch
und American Cloths,

*** t^cadaad

alii

a

A Dollar Ticket Admit. Fear.

nEMOVAL.

229

and Summer Goods!

'*

Wawteo. at all dr^ttpttaaa, Ii,m
«.owda
ia eattett, Li«ea, a raak
TaaaMae
* *»tn *r,T«Wf l eilerx,
riaitd
Ware, Jew,It, Taahra t*.
ttaaa aad Paaey

il6w

in the maxim

Amidon's Premium

lot of

***‘:

I
|a*

Itnat,

iil

a«v orhor kno.

or

■•■Ml

All
8T received

hrrl

Kxekaaf*

pubilabo,

April Mk. IrrtMtr*
BwHiirii4t7vaari, JaanliturA

NO. m? MIDDLE STREET.

8troet.

gained

M*. h-> Fix Block,

Mm. m
-mw-mm

Unt

ROOM!

OPCUD

IN VALUABLE PROPERTY TO TUI

Street.

ventured nothing
NOTHING
at 229 Congress Street.

JlBT

<•

AM rotiUBM

aad Retail

AUCTION

<n p*t.ue nvr. w.n
U nM«<4 ■■ hithtmt at
IMi pair.aMr amaiM

•ill

ip riled to eall pi

»ri

either

ilES M RINGERS at wholesale and retail.
Agents wanted (iu every town). Call at 229
Congress Strret.

at

Wholes*]*

HAS*

AGREED

ho

«<

CHAPMAN, Jit., Patent an i Iluaine** Agency. No. 229 Congress Street.

SE S
UAYYClothes

I.te£r“

of the War!

TnT>.y4
***•T
•"
****>’

Laiuirm*

AIWATI tl

Ul

Ha* rinorid to be esactoua «*__ ..
Kachans* Btra
Merohnnl’e tuhue,
m
•—ridMjte of -—y, hi, o
*•
•» piHa.. mw
tw.
It K«*<
> MMi*. UfiMf.
«*4 Haw.
r head tee
eoKr.ted
leak adteoeae wee*
«nt
prea^t aelaa aad ratarae.
wdttt dtv

tii KimiHit

History

h—n« TWnfct

our

WE

mm «r

Boji'Garments.

EleRaai Piitlun

P4TTK1
< oniiuivtittn Wrr« luat 4 Ut
ilMm,

to nbiRi r»4< far • Saltoaai Kaat
this imu aid tiHtiinr

raaey Good* for

of

1 I

'i.TocW

*ho« raorethaa

amiiKED

rotR

it

ENTEItPII INK!

piU %f

.......

Waterwheel.
ANyetimproved
invented. Models

Generals Sykes and French arrived heic
this afternoon from the army.
On taking
leave of his command, Gen. Sykes issued the

a

11

NATIONAL HOME

irregular.

5rie;..126*

Representative Stcbbins, of Xew York, has
been appointed a member of the Committee
on Coin and Coinage.
Lieut. Commander George A. Stevens has
bee‘n ordered to the command of the steamer
Pontoosuck, built at Portland.
The President to-day dismissed Col. Wolford, of Kentucky, from the U. S. service lor
certain sentiments expressed by him at a
sword presentation.

NHW

Market.
Niw York, March 25.

Washington. March 24.
is understood to be making
for
the issue of gold notes, rearrangements
ceivable for duties which he proposes to pay
for the interest falling due ou April 1, May 1,
July 1, August 10, October 1, November 1,
1804, and Jauury 1, 1805, without rebate on
Interest due on or before July 1, and with rebate at the rale of 3 per ceut per annum on
interest due after that date. The aggregate
of interest coming due at these dates is about
•45,000,000, of which it is supposed that
•25,000,000 will be anticipated in this way,
making a virtual addition of nearly that
amount to the stock of gold. The Secretary
has also under consideration the expedience
of receiving national currency at rates slightly below the current value of gold and of issuing therefor Asst. Treasurers certificates,
receivable in payment of duties.
Among the confirmations by the Senate today was Maj. James A. Hardee, as Asst. Adjt.
General, with the rank of Colonel.
Yesterday and to-day about 1500 sick have
been brought to this vicinity Irom the army
uA,-

ha*a ju*t opened

Oily

SALES.

<>W %MI> 1.

1

POSITIVELY FOR VINE DAYS OVLTl

Furnishing iioods.

and

Stock of Room Paper from the
purchase
largest Manufacturing E*tablifhmeu*« in the
United States; carelnllv selecting from their large
stocks, the new patterns only,—and such as are
to this market.
adapted
This year the styles and designs are very beautiful,
and we have a fine assortment, appropriate for
every

Secretary Chase

(■cuts'

AUCTION

_

100.000 TICKITS AT tl.00 IAC1!

Fork Market.

middling apands
Floar—receipt.

...

No quorum lieing present, a call of the
House was made, and the Sergeant-at-Arms
was instructed to bring absentees.
Several
were brought in, who appeared at the bar of
the House, and were released ou payment of
the usual fine and fees to the Sergeant-at-

•

Perhams Invalid Soldier

l»EAI.Ka* IS

laid;

|

careful reading of Gen.

dollars.

Recruiting.-—Capt. George II. Chadwell
and Mr. Thomas P. Beal, of the 32d Maine,

ment.

week.

;ywe invite
Dow’s speech, all

Washington dispatch

and

dOlw,
population
organization
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. Brooks, of N. V., opposed the amend-

i.~

ed from his

Wtafn aIaaI!n«_

AXD

Ship Sets.
SAX SRAM 1st t>
Railed 25th. ship Wm Cham
berlaiu. Callao.
FOREIGN FORTS. Aral Havana Mh. brio MoDija, Portland; Christina do; J D I.incola, do;
Nebraska. Wiscasaet; Matilda. Portland.
Sailed 18th. brig Zebra Crocker, Portland v ia Car-

j!

•—

W

Merchant 'X'u.ilors,

afternoon, closExchange was

at

0 900 bbla; -alea 112.400 bbls State
Western active and 6c better; Snptr Stated 55m
«•&: Eatra»«5a7 id. choice: 1037 ■.[. Round Hoop
The Senate agreed to the repoi t of the cow- ! Ohio 35 a" 26. choice do 7 45kS
25; Superfine Weafereuco committee on the military academy
t«ra6«"#726. Extra do 980*7 On. Southern firmer;
aaiea 19tav bbla: Mixed to good 7 29*7fiS; Fanbill, and adjourned to Monday.
ey aad extra 7 70*10 SO: Canada 6o better: aeltefiOO
iioraK.
bbla cumaoa Extra 7 00*7 lo. Eatra
good to choke
Mr. Washburne, of 111., from the Committee
7 1.7*8 01).
Wheat—active ami 2 higher; aaiea 78.000 bethel.
on Commerce, reported a be!! to punish agents
Chicago apriag 1 86*1 88 Milwaakir Clab I 08*1 67;
or owners of steamboats, who change the
Winter Red Weatera 1 88*1 71: Amber Milwaukee
names of such vessels in order to deceive the
180*170: Amber Michigan 174* 1 76; White do
18.; lied Jerrey 1 66.
people,—old hulks being repaired and sent on
Corn—higher; aaiea67 OUObuahrls; Mixed Western
voyages to the danger of freight and passen.hipping in store 127*1 10; Yellow Jersey 1 28*1 25;
gers. Offenders are placed under the pain
do Southera 1 23*1 25.
and penalties of those who fail to comply with
Gats—higher; aaiea Canada 8***9; 8tate8«; Weathe existing law, requiring the names of
tera *»je.
Bei'f—firmer: salts 1RT0 bbls.
steamboats and the porta to which they bePork—firmer: tales 837u bbla; mew 22 "0*22 00;
long to be painted on their sterns, including
4o 2150*2175; new do 28 76 *54 00: prime
the forfeiture of vessels. The bill was passed.
for old and uew; prime mess 24
253
The House afterwards went into a commitI
aril—firm
; aaiea 2660 bbls at 13314c.
tee of the whole on the national bank bill.
Butter—firm; sales Obio*8*32r. state 43S60c
While acting on amendments it was found
»'
06 for state
that no quorum voted, whereupon there was
and 9631 06 Tor Western.
Klee—firm.
a call of the House to secure the attendance
Sugar—dull: sales 63o bbda; New Urleana 1313
of one.
141c; Muscovado 16.
Mr. Hooper, of Mass., offered an amendTallow—active aud firmer; sales 8)0,000 lbs at 12‘
ment, providing that hanks with a capital of
13 for city
Freights to Liverpool—qaiet.
•50,000 may be organized in any place with a
Wool-firm.
of
such
to be
Lilarfurun/>o in

the com-

E. W.

streets.

We

is about to

The Parish Poor house in St.

with this

eloquent advocate of Human Rights
and representative of an oppressed race, for
him to lecture at ten important points In this
State, as follows: Commencing in Lewiston,
Tuesday, March 29tb; Brunswick, Wednesday, 30th; Bath, Thursday, 31st; Augnsta,
Friday, April 1st; Wintbrop, Saturday, I'd;
City Hall, Portland, for the benefit of the
Maine Camp Hospital Association, Sunday,
3d; Waterville, Monday, 4th; Bangor, Tuesday, 5th. Other appointments not yet made.
The people in the cities and towns named will
have an opportunity to listen to one ot the
most eloquent men of the age.

187.' there

It is estimated that before

Sy

U'«

■

A resolution, requesting the President to
furnish the report ol the commissioners of
emigration, with an account of existing contracts, was adopted.
A bill was introduced to enable Indian refugees to return to their homes. Referred.
A bill was introduced, authorizing the Postmaster General to contract lor carrying the
mail overland from Atchisou. via Kansas, to
Folsom, Cal. The appropriation is limited to
|1,UOO,MX), and the transit to sixteen days
during eight months ami twenty days for lour
months of the year. The Pacittc Railroad, as
fast as completed, is to take the place of the
overland mail service.
Mr. .Sauishury resumed his speech of yesterday, In reply to Mr. Howard, and in favor
of the bill of Mr. Powell to prevent military

ENTERTAINMENTS.

SON.,

FERNALD &

J. E

slates that the Committee on the Conduct of
the War find no evidence against Geo. Meade
iu their investigation.
It was reported iu Washington to-day that
the Treasury would probably furnish the Sew
York merchants next week with coin or coin
certificates at specified rates.

SENATE.
communication was received

ferred.

them oocord-

head will make the hair grow—strong.

was quite excited this
4 o'clock at 10s ;! 4.
firm at 181 1-2 and 182.

from the
a report relative to the
establishment of a monarchical Government
in Central and South America. Kefrrred to
the Committee on Foreign Afl'airs.
A bill was introduced to construct a ship
canal from the Mississippi river to Lake Michigan for the passage of naval vessels. Re-

motives iu process of construction by the
Portland Company, and ordered them to

$y On first page,—Robert Gould Shaw.
;y~llon. Robert U. Gardiner, died at his
residence iu Gardiner, on Tuesday last.
tr-it s said that onions rubbed on the

Gold

ing

President, enclosing

seized the loco-

S»- The steamship America, Capt. Martyn,
Ltverpool March 10th, via Londonderry
11th, arrived at this port at about 2 o'clock
this morning. Her uewa has been anticipated
by the China at New York.

$875,800.

Washington. March 25.

Reserve Corps, (formerly Invalid
Corps) for New Englaud, will hold a session
in this city after closing its session in Boston.
The Board couBists of the following officers:
Col. F. D. Bewail, X. R. C., Chairman: CoL
John Hendrickson, V. It. C.; Surgeon, A.
Me I.aren, l’. S. A„ Lt, Charles S. Draper,
Recorder.

ciiange the guage and complete
ing to their specifications.

Daily Press.

miscellaneous.^

subscriptions

The Post’s special

A

Items.

New Yobk, March 25.
The ship H. M. Mills which arrived to-day
from Liverpool, has ou board part of the crew
of ship Susy Thompson.

to the new loan at the
Sub-Treasurer’s office to-day, amounted to

XXXVIII 00NGBE38—First 8ession.

Veteran

jyThe government have

Various

The

---

A Board for the examination of officers, and of applicants for commlslons in the

Foster, Charles 11. Fickett, William B. Irish,
Charles H. Williams, Wui. U. Robinson, David
Wyman, Joseph B. I’arsons, William W. Hall,
Archibald Montgomery, George Greene. John
Collins, Robert E. .Smith, Joseph W. Eastman,
Daniel F. Gerls, Jonathan Mescrve, A. H.
Floyd, James II. Berrick, Thomas Wildes, II.
G. Cole, John A. Simpson, David Webber, F.
B. Barr.

A

Portland

the route.

on

in Massachusetts.

IVsil

TOTUF

careful drivers and reliable men. He will attend to all express business entrusted to bins

Joel W. Merrill.
/’o/feemen—Bullion Akers, Benjamin Burn-

Ksm

BY TELEGRAPH !

fine coach from this

a

Portland, March 22, 1564.
mcb24 dhw3w

**—

A

^

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Partner Wanted.

For kale,

the various irons

I have in

to withdraw
I INTEND
the Are, and devote ray whole attention
(aw. To this *nd I desire

mysteries of the
He

10 nines ,iVia Portland, and two miles from
two depots, one on the Grand Trunk R. K. North
1 armouih and West Powual
Said farm contains
two hundred acies. mowing, tilling, wood and pasture lands. Cuts 75 tous English nay. Pasture divided into three lots permanently fenced for the
most part with double stone walls using up most of
the stones on the place in their construction.
Thirty acres of wood land for most part o.d growth
a portion borders on the IE K. aud uuoiier lot near
the house, sufficient to last a large family their life
time, The orchard contains from live to six hundred
trees, all grafted fruit, aud of the choicest kinds, in
a thriving condition; in favorable years lias borne
)6'8) bushels marketable apples. There are Cherry,
Piiirn and Pear trees, all in fine bearing condition;
also a cranberry fie d which has just begun to bear,
aud from about one third of the same, thirty bushels were picked and marketed last year. House is a
two story wooden building,
containing eleven square
rooms, with finished ell, and other necessary outbuildings attached. C ommands a fine prospect and
ik
adorned with beautiful shade trees; haid and
soft water in abundance.
The barn is on the o, posite side of the road 1 0 ft
long by 4 J wide, with shaaes for she teriug young
stock in stormy weather; fine well of never failing
water, all in good repair. Saul farm will be sold
cheap a< the owner is out of health and must sell.
Terms of sale made know n and all inquiries answered on the premises. Payments made easy.
North Yarmouth, March 11,1864.
mchll dfcwtfll

“hop

pears—that

dip

Cr

apply

“Chap.

A Fober.
of SewSmith
bearing date

The

House and

Of the late Al

SITUATED
story aud
in

F.opostls

will be addressed

to

"Brigadier

•*

Brigadier General,

Chiei of Ordnance.

The time tor receiving the propo-als under the
above advertisement for Horse Equipments is postponed uutil the 1st day of April, at 4 F M. The
ra e of delivery per week, will bo one tenth of the
whole amou at c infracted for, and the time of first
delivery is so amended, as to allow each bidder to
•peclfv when he cau mike his first delivery. Samples of t**e
can be seen at the Frankford
Arsenal
Fa., after the 22 i Inst
GKO. D. RaMSAY-,
Brig. Gen. Chi«f of Ordnance.

equipments
Bridtsburg,

mch23 eodtaprill

OFFICE AK9IVCLOTUING AiM>

EQUIPAGE.
J*h la del Fn a March 16,1«C4.
PROPOSALS are invited *ud will be
received at this office, until 12 o’clock M
on
MONDaY, the 28th inat., for supplying the fechuvlkill Ar enal with GRAY \VOOLEa BLANKETS—
army standard, of domestic mai.uiacturc—iu order
that the pronent weekly deliveries may be largely increased.

SEALED

Bidders must state in their proposals, which must
given in toriting. a* well as iu figure
the quantity bid for, and time oi delivery.
th«
ol the bidder to till the contract must
be (guarantied by two re-ponsible persons, whose
will be appended to the guaranty, and
d guaranty accompany the bid. ana iu case the
■aid bidder should ail to enter iuto the contract,
to make good the difference between the offer ol
Mid bidder and the next lowest responsible b'dder,
or the person to whom the contract
may be awarded.
Bidders, as well as their sureties, or guarantors,
who may not be know n at this off ce. will furnish a
certificate from the United States District
Attorney,
Postmaster, or other public functionary, at the residence of the bidder, or guarantors,'setting forth
the
lact
that the bider and his sureties are
dearly
responsible men, who will, if a contract is awarded
them act in good faith with the Uni ed
btates, and
execute the same.
J*o bid will be entertaiued that doea not
fully
comply with all of the above requirements, and
which ia not properly guarantied by two
responsibel parties, as above described.
Bid* from deffculting contractors will not ho received
Blank forms for proposals can be had upon application a: this office.
Proposals must be endorsed Pronnsa's for Army
Blankets
G. U < K<>SM AN,
mcbl9 td
Asst. Q M General, U. 8. A.
be

anility

Snatur.-s

E

.JE

*

A Desirable Farm lor fenl<-.
I'ltiuantly situated in Westbrook,
_
six miles from Portland,n*ar Pride’s

jBp’!'iW"bal Bridge, on tothe roaa leading from
Saccarappa—containfm f<»fBtFalmouth
i' g one hundred acres,
disuitably

vided ii.to tillage, pasture *nd woodland. Aplenty
of young orcharding apple and pear trees just court?
into Dear, ug, ol ibe best varieties. The soil is mostly clay jo-m, well watered by a ne'tr-iaibng brook
ruuniog through the farm. A new two story brick
Hou«e. with a good cellar, barn and other out-buildof excellent water.
iugs, and an abuud&nt
Terms easy. For further lutorruatiou inquire ol
the subscriber on the premises.
A HI IAII 1IAWKES,
mch2*j dfc w2w*
Stevens pla us Post Odice.

supply

For Hale or to Frt.
FINE Country Scat on Back Cove road, fronting the 4 ity anu about two miles therefrom,
with Garden and Orchard, sixteeu acres of land, a

A

large Brick House with twelve firithi-d rooms, a large
» h:s
Baru ana Chaire House.
property is as desirable a location for a genteel residence, or a public
liousj as is to he found witf iu trie vicinity ol Portland. It will be Bold low on a long te-rn of
credit
for the greater part of the purchase, or leased for a#
terra of years.
MuaLS GOULD, 74 Middle fit.
mcul? 6w

For Hale,

they

faithfully

Aid to Union Prisoners in Kichin ond.
_

riTOE United 8tate* Christian CommG«lon having
X received letters of acknowledgement that supplies forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane
object.
44Man jr articles oi Nourishment aud Coniion lor mck men are generally needed”
beyond those usually Included in government ra-

tions. Four separate shipments t.y the Christian
Commission bare been already made.a id other supplies are about going forward to liichiuond as last
as tbe necessary means are contributed.
Money tor this, sent to Ovrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Committee of Portland
Young Men's
Christian Association, No. 86 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief or the suffering prisoners.
T. H Hayes,
Cvkus Stobdivamt,
H. H hUKanse,
Army com.
A. J. Chape,
W. H.Johhsoh,
H. 8. Christian Commission, Portland, Mo.
■otiktf

Contagious Diseases.
Statute*:

any dipetpe dangerous to tbe
public health exists in a town, the municipal officers
sboll use allI possible care to
prevent its spread and
to give
notice of infected places to travellers
by displaying red flags at proper distances, and by
alio her weans most effectual, in their judgment
6
*
for the common safety.
8*ot. 32. When a householder or physician knows
that a
person under his ca-g i-r taken sick of any
such disease, he shall immediately give notice thereof to the
officers of the town where such
on is, and if be neglects it ne shall forfeit Lot
pers
less than ten. nor more than thirty dollars.
The above law will be strictly enforced
JOHN 8. HEALD,
fbb12tmayl
City Martha] and Health Oflicer.

®Jf.CT, ^?AmW^.cn
public

municipal

Wagons lor Stile.
Wagons for sale. Inquire of
w 11 VINTON,
koi ....
»0h21
dfewti
#4 Middle Street, Portland,
aa

finished

including Bath room, Range, turn ace
Fixtures, with^leuty of closet room.

ami Gas
Terms easy.

Unless previously disposed of at private sale, it
will be sold at auction on the 27th day of April next,
J T. SMITH
Inquire of J. E. FERN ALL, or GEORGE WATER liuUSK.
mch21 dtoapl27

House for Sale.
A

three story dwelling bouse with brick basement,
situated on tue corner of Monument and Warreu streets; lias twelve finished rooms, and js well
calcu’aied for one or two families. For terms apply to f At ward Shaw, at the office of the Mutual
Fire ln<urauco Company, 102 Middle Street, or to
N. F. LEERING.
mchlS dtf
No. 8 Exchange St.

For Mu l<* or to Let.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 10
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a watcriug place, and summer boarders. Fcr
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
81 Winter Street. Portland.
ap7 dtf

On and after Monday, Nov.
trains will run daily, (Sundays
ed) until further notice, as follows:

Up

TO

CLOSE

ESTATE, Schooner “Sarah
Wooster,” l?2tons, fore and aft rigged.beAN

liev« d to be sound—fitted up last fall at an expense
o: one thousand dollars, with new sails,
rigging and
spars; carries 1G0 M lumber, and Is a good sailor.

Apply

incut#

to

MILDER,

N. J.
Ju
92 Commercial Street.

d3w

over

$1,800!

dwelling house, with land sufficient for

a

good garden, located in the upper nait of the
cnv, win r»u moiu lor weaoove amount.
PRENTISS LOItfNG,
Apply to
dtf
Portland, March 7.
Daily Prep* cilice.
Sal*

A
on

*

Koom to Let.

spacious and do-irable Sales Boom to let on the
second Hour in the new EVANS BUILDING,

Middle St

11

applied for immediately.

WAKKhWKpABKOW,
mchSdtf
No. 74 Middle St., cor. Exchange.
To Let.
the stere of the

TUIK Fore aud Exchange streets,subscriber,corner
occupied by
rooms over

Oi

now

Stephen Berry as a priming
1st of January. Apply to

office.

dec29dtt

now

Possession

BENJ.

To Let.
occupied by us.

STORE
immediately.

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

□■■BBBG

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
Passenger Trains will leave the Station, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

as lollows:
cepted;
Leave Portland for

Boston, at 8.46

a. x.

and 2.30

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30

a.m.

and

a

Itaigaiii.

ONE and half Story House, on
l.ay layette St.,
Lot 44 by 93. F r particu'ars enquire of
DBAKK k DAVIS,
mchlS 1 ined
3S0 Congress Street.

A

STOKE TO LET.
HE very eligiblo Store now
occupied by Mr. E.
K. Little, unde Mych&mcs Hall, is to be leased
for a term o« three or live years. Enquire of
t'eb26 iseodtf
G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange, St.

It

OFFICE
street,
feb!5

in

To Let.
second story of store No. 159 Middle

store
Enquire of
over

eodft

occupied

bv Samuel Rolle.

Eclectic medical

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.
oc31 edtf

beautifying
preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID COMPOUND,

International Steamship

East port and St

John, Y. II.

BRUNSWICK,7,

“NEW
Capt. E.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
_Wharf, foot of State Street, for
Fastport anu St. John, N. B
every Monday at 6
o’clock. P. M., from and alter March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, she will leave St.John forKastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning.
All freight for St. Andrews ami Calais will go from
Ea-tport by tailing vessels for the present.
The Steamer New England, Capt. E. Held, will
be put on the line, Thursday. March 31st.
'1 he Steamer Emperor, will commence her
trip to
I>igbv and Windson, leaving St. John, luesday,
March 29th.
Freight received up to 4 o’clock, P. M Mondays.
mch22
C. C. EA1 UN, Agent.

Glasgow

and

Londonderry,
Liverpool.

The steamship Jura, tCapt. Aiton,
will sailifrom this port for Liverpool,
SATURDA Y, JKarch 26, immediaKSSSShESSw tely alter the arrival of the Train of
the pietioue day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry, Glasgow and Liverpool
—Cabin t according to accommodation) £66 to £S0;
Steerage, #30. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or l assage apply to
H. A A. ALLAN,
No. 6 Grand Trunk Railroad Passeugei Depot

#i+c&i

succeeded by the steamship Aimak-a

on

April.

Physician

at

dAW30w*

SEMIWEEKLY
splendid

LINK.

and

fast

Steamships
f"LOCUST POINT," Capt WiLl UTT,
..
alJ6 "POTOMAC," Captain ShkrtviSSitfflCaawooD, will,until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M,, and leave l’ier
• North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
Those vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comtortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $7,00,
inoiudlng Fare and State
Booms.
Goods forwarded

by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that then
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FDX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
F B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West
Street,
New
York.
Dee. 6.1863.

dtf

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm stylo of PHINNEY A CO, isthisdav dis-

mutual consent. "The aflairs of he late
will Ik* settled at F. A.
Howard's, under
Lancastet Hall, by H. M.
Phinney
Having this day sold to S'uart k Co. our stock in
trade, we would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as
worthy their patronage and confidence.
PHINNEY A CO.

Flowers,

THE

PALMER,
M. U.

PALMER,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,
141 MIDDLE STREET.

P. M. 0.

PUN*.

March 1,1834.

JOHN

K.

PALMER.

mch7 eod4w#

Highly Respectable Merchant.
Falmouth, Me.. Aug. 10, I860.

Gents:—For

a

Co.,—
long time I have sufiered

more

or

Deprived

attended to.

properties,

THE

depression,

nervous

the

BEST!

Most respectfully.

He-opnted.

8. I.

Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
Portland, having been thoroughly re tit tod and
supplied with all the latest improvements, are now
open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply Ids former
customers and all wuo may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the be?t man-

THE

MERRILL.

M islnm j IssiNaiu ofWilcI C
18

FREPAKED

herry

BY

jJOfJ

c* per bottle,

three bottle* for

or

Express,

receipt

on

of

§6, and

money, to any

address.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

$100 Homily for Soldiers wounded in Battle.
are prepared to obtain a Bounty of $100 for
soldiers discharged on account of wounds
received. Bounty of $100 for Soldiers discharged on
account of tc nnds received in battfv obtained (if
papers on file areoorreet) in three teeeke time Special
attention given to the collection of Prize Money, and
claims against Government.

WE

SWEAT A CLEAVES,
Counsellors at Law,
inchHdtf

No

117, Mid'le St

Copartnership.
undersigned Lave this day formed
rpHE
A
uoder the
of

a CoColley, Burnstyle
will continue the Furniture Busistand, 36* Congress St.
J. C. COLLEY,
T. W. BURNHAM.
W.H COLLEY
inch2 d3w
March 1st, 1SG4.

partnership

Portland,

a

For Salts
SQUARE block of land, of

about 73000 acres
of wood land, on the south side of the river
St. Lawrance. in Canada East
It is intercceded
two couslderab!e rivers with eligible Mill sits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
berch, beech, tamarac and bass wo d toany amount.
II. T. MACU1N, portiand.
Enquire of
feb26eodtf
Portland, Feb. 1864.

A

recommended bv our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Press, the Trade An tact by ail
who know it. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any extent, see wrappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerfully refund the money if
not ent rely satisfactory. Trice 60 cents and 1#: the
large bottles much the cheapest. He careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by KEED, CUTTEE k CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Boldin
Portland by dealers generally.
fl. H. HAY, Druggist, corner Middle and Free
dec8 isdfiip
streets. Wholesale Agent.

CHEROKEE

PILLS!

by

pine

“HKLMBOLD’a Extract Buchu.”—Tonic, Diuretio, Blood-Purifying and Invigorating. Enfeebled
and delicate persons of both sexes use it.
Sold by
W. F. PHILLIPS, Druggist.
Jan8 eodAwllw

United States Internal Revenue
Annual Taxes tor 1964.
is

attention of

hereby called to
T1IIEthe provisions oftax-pavers
tho United States Excise Law

relative to the assessment of the annual taxes.
By the sixth section of the act of July 1, 1 <02, it
is made the duty of all persons,
firms,
associations, or corporations, tuaue liable to any annual duty, license, or tax, on or hkporktms fir- t
Mo*l ay ov May in each year, to make a list
or return to the Assistant Assessor of the District
where located of the amount of annual income, the
articles or objects charged with a
special tax and
the business or occupat on liable to pay any license.
Every person who shall fail to make such return
by the day specified will be liable to be assessed by
the Assessor according to tho bf st information which
he cauobtain; and in suoh case the Assessor is require#*to aid fifty per centum to the amount of tho
items of such Hat.
Every person who shall deliver to an Assessor any
false or fraudulent list or statement with iuteut to
evade tho valuation or enumeration required by law,
is subject to a fine of five hnndred dollars; and in
such ease tho list will be made outby the Assessor or
A-sistant Assessor, and from the valuation and enumeration so made there cau be no appeal.
Payment of the annual taxes, except these for licenses, will not be demanded until the thirtieth day
ot June.
The appropriate blanks on which to make return,
a*d all necessary Information, will bo furnished by
the Assistant Assessors icr the several Divisions, to
whom the returns shou'd be delivered on or before
the first Monday of May next. Returns of Income
for 1963, may be made at once.

partnerships

NATH’L.G. MARSHALL.
U. 8. Assessor First Dis*riot.
Portland, March 9, 1864.
mchll eod4wfcwltU

oink

mkos.t

la

Thie la to oertify that I have been cured of the
fifteen yearn atandlng by Mrt. Munchester. I have been to
in Beaton, New York

Dropey of

phyaiokna

Philadelphia. They all told me that they could
do nothing for me, unleea they tapped me, and aaaured me that by tapping I could live but a ehort

PRESERVER,

CERTAIN AND SAFE,

time.
aa

For the removal of Obstructions, and the Insuranc

Regularity in the Recurrence
Monthly Periods.

of the

They cure or obviate those numerous diseases that
spring from irregularity, by removing the irregular
ity itself.
They eure Suppressed,Excessive and Painfal Menstruation.

They cure Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They care Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains in
the ba?k and lower parts of the body. Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation of the Heart,
Lowness of SpiriU, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the cause, and with it
effects that spring from it.

the

ALL

Composed

of simple vegetable extracts, they connothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their function being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.
All letters seeking information or advice will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.
Full directions accompany each box.
Price *1 per box, or six boxes for S6.
Seut by mail, free of postage, on receipt of price.
Sold by all respectable Druggists.
n

mi'Dwrw

long

I had made up my mind to go home and
a* I could with the diacaae, and then die.

live
Oa

my way home I

atayed over night in Portland with
a Mend of mine, and told them what my mind waa
n regard to my diacaae.
They finally perauaded mr
to go and eee Mr*. Manoheater. She examined me

and told
I

my caae exactly.
much aatociahed to

aae

waa *o

correctly,

think that aba told mu
would take her medl-

that I told her that 1

due*, not having the leant feith that they would
me any good, or that I ahould get the alighted relief
from aay eourae whatever; finally 1 took the medtoine and went home. In one week from the time 1
commenced taking the medicine, I had ever three
gallon* of water paaa me in aeven hour*; and my fellow aulferera may be aaanred that it waa a great relict
to me. 1 had not been able to lie down In bed at

night

before thie for two year*.

Now I

can

lie down

perfeot earn. I have taken bef medicine for
eight month*, and am aa well aa aay man could wiah
to be, and no aigna of dropey. I would advlae all
with

tain

W7

taken

nraa

and

HEALTH

that

are

even

If

alok to go and oonault it me. Manchester,
have been given np by other phy-

they

defane. I have lent her a number of caae* of other
dieeaaea, and eke ha* cured them alto. Go and
for youraelve*. I had no faith, but now my feith
oaanot be • baked la her a kill in telling and curing
dlaeaae.
CnanLis 8. Hannon,
Saxam K. Hannon,
MauT A. Hannon.

&

Oroiom Houma—From 8 A.
aaclT ImAoatal ad

rCOPJtl ETORS,

SOLE

I

mv n«in

A REMARKABLE CURE OF A CASE OF DRO
ST CORED B T MRS. MANCHESTER.

FEMALE REGULATOR,

n>

il hridflV

no benefit until I called on yon.
At that time
1 bad given up buaineee, and waa in a very bad atate,
but after taking your medicine for a abort time I began to recover, and in two month* I waa entirely
well, and had gained aeveral pound* of flaeh, and
ean truly aay that by your aklll I ana a
perfectly heathy man.
JoeipxDavi*.
Bottom l Maim Depot, Portland, Me.

No. 59 Liberty-st.. New York.

M. till IF. M.

IMPORTANT

febfleodlceowly
Good News ior the IrB£ortnnAte.

TO

ALL

TUB LONG BOUGHT FOR

DISCOVERED

Cherokee

Remedy

PROM

IKON IN THE BLOOD

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE
COMPOUNDED

INVALIDS!

AT LAST.

BOOTS,

BARKS

AND LHAVBA

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great ndisn Dinotic, cares all di eases of the Urinary c gans, such
as Incontinence of the Urine, Inhumation of the
iKidneys, 8tone in tke Bladder, Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor Atbu$, (or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have failed.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
done only being from one to two teaspoonfuls three
times per day.
It is diuretic and alterative ia its action;
purifying
aud cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its

original purity aud vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes which have induced disease.

CHEROKEE IFJECTION is intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REMEDY, end

or

cal

conjunction with that medicine in
Gonorrhea, Gleet, Fluor Albutor Whit t.
effects are healing, soothing aud demulccuU; removing all scaldiug, heat, choadee and pain, instead

all casesof

o a

LIFE ELEMENT
OF THE

burning and almost uuendurahle pain that is
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack injection*

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY end
CHEROKEE INJECTION— the two medicines at
same

time—all

improper discharges are removed!
are speedily restored jo

and the weakened organs
full vigor and strei gth.
For full particulars get
drug store in the country,
mail free to any

address,

a

our

pamphlet

or w

rite

us

from

and

we

will

full treatise.

properly

To take
a

on

receipt

medicine to

deflcinoy

diseases occasioned by

cure

of

IRON IN THE BLOOD.
I, like trying to
restoring It to the
building when the tuuudaiiou ia gone.
only .luce the diaeorery ol that raluablo
combiuatkiu known a* PKJtUVIAX srKl'P, that
the great power of thia VITALIZING AGENT
over dlaeaae haa been brought to light.
without

a
repair
It I,

The Peruvian

Syrup,

The

Syrup

Peruvian

or

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, $2 per bo
or three bottles for $6.
by Express to any address

e

is a Protested Solution^ the PROTOXIDE
I RO X a New Discover y ia Mcdicias
Strikes at tke Real sf Disease, by supplying
the Bloodfeith its Vital Prlaeiale ar Life
Klcascat I OX.

of the

This is the secret of |the wonderful

price.

remedy

Sold by all druggists, everywhere.
■ '■v.

».

.Tin.it

n.

BOLE

v»

■

.v

IS

This is derived chiefly from the food we eat; but
if the food is not
digested or if, from any
cause whatever, the necessary
Quality of iron Is not
taken into the circulation, or become reduced, the
whole system suflers. The bad blood w II irritate
the heart, will clog up the lungs, stupefy the braiu.
will obstruct the liver, and will send its disease
producing elements to all parts of th svstem, and
every one will sutTer in whatever organ may be predisposed to disease.

any

Price, CHEROKEE REM ED Y, #2 per bottle,
three bottles for f5.

Bent

BLOOD

IRON.

Its

of the

ia well known to the Hed|
I'rofeaaioa that

THE VITAL PK1NCIPLE

should be used iii

in

success

of this

curing DYSPEPSIA, LIVEK COM-

PLAINT.

«v

DROPSY",

CHRONIC

DIAR-

RHEA, BOILS. NERVOUS AFFECTIONS, CHILLS AND FEVERS.

PROPRIETORS,

No. 59 Liberty St., New York.

HUMORS. LOSS OF CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOR. DIS-

Cherokee

EASES oftbe KIDNEYS

Cure!

A

-BLADDER

FE-

THE GREAT

MALE

INDIAN
COMPOUNDED PROM

An

unfailing

MEDI

KOOT8,

CIS E,

BARKS

LEAVES.

Spermatorrhea, Seminal
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution ; such as Loss of
Memory,
cure

originating

for

in

on the Face, Pale Countenance.
Insanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which all can
rely, as it has been used iu our
practice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
it has not failed in a single instance. Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the

most stubborn case.
To those who have trifled with their constitution
until they thiuk themselves beyond the reach of
medical aid. we would say, Despairnot! the (HER-

I OK EE Cl’RE will restore you to health a ud vigor,
and after all quack doctors have foiled.
For full particulars get a circular from
any Drug
store in the country, or write the Proprietors, who

desiring

the

same a

full

treatise in

Price. 92 per bottle, or three bottles for t5, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists eveiy where.
•

DR.

W. R. MERWIN A Co.,
•OLE

fel>8

eodAwly

PROPRIETORS,
No. 69 Liberty 8t.,

New York.

For Sale.
A uioo white Oak
Copper fastened
1 acht built Sohooner,
tons burthen nine years old, welltwenty
found with

tr?- VaeU kc*c Price tflCO.
.,A°,r "lrt,10r particulars oall ou
eodiw*

boats,

K u. YOKE A SON.

a

BAD STATE OF TIE BLOOD,

Universal Lassitude, Psius in the Back, Dimness ot
Vision. Premature old Age, Weak Nerves.
Difficulty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness,

will mail free to any one
pamphlet form.

Complaints,

and all diseases

AND

Eruptions

Mu.-sey's Row.

Woo<l, Pitlm Leaf and Hoik ,.
On i LOGS CEDAR.
OVM 101 LOGS MAHOGANY,
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
639S BUNDLES l’ALM LEAK,
363 MATS.
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Cargo Bark Albion Lincolu. For rale by
HOPHN1 EATON.
Ieb9
No. 1 Central Wharf.

ham A Co., ay
ness at iho old

I

uses

ceived

ner

BOUNTIES & PRIZE MONEY.

and I know that she

ONE or THE ORE A TEST CURES on RECORD.
Mna. MaBOHinaTnn—Dsor Madam —Thinking a
statement of my oase may be of service to others
similarly afllioted, I hasten to give it to you.
Thifi

No. 59 Liberty-st., New York.

FeblO eod 3m.

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption.
fllHE Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam is the most
X
highly approved medicine ever discovered. It
has stood the best qf all tests, Wime, having had an
It is
unprecedented sale of nearly, forty years.

suffering;

effort which lies in her power to benefit her
Sanaa L. Kbiuhtc,
patients.
liHOKUM KMIOHTS,
Abut K. Kbiuhtm,
tsia it monte.
Brunswick, Maims, August hi..

every

month* ago with the Liver Complaint in a vary bad
form. I applied to fonr different pbyaiolana, but re-

DB. W B. MEBWIN & Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,

Seth W Fowlk k Co.. Boston.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine*.

and at reasonable prices.
KM’"’ Particular attention given to copying.
A. S. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Portland, July 30,1863
dtf

of the siok and

of Life.

sence

the

less with that distressing affletion—Phthysic—iu its
worst forms, and have resorted to various so-calbd
remedies, but to no purpose as affording the desired
relief.
of my sleep by reason of the severity of the disease, it was only too evident that I
was fast breaking down under it.
1 restored to Dr.
W.istabs Balsam or Wild Cherry with but
little confidence as to its curative
but the
use
of one bottle lias entirety ml me of this
monst»r; aud to the public I can safety commend it
as every w ay worthy their confidence.

ALBERT DIKWANGEtt, Florist.

Jan6 oodJm

a

Messrs. 8. W. Fowlk F

North and Montreal streets.
lishment, corner
Munjoy Hill. Ucquets may always be found at
Lowell A Senter's. Exchange street. All orders

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm slvle of STUART A CO.,
and will continue the Stove 'ami Furnace business
n all branches at the old stand, No. 171 Middle
street.
CHARLES II. 8TUAUT,
D. R. STEVENS.
jail'll dtf

(SHOCK SflltS TO

family

oodly

by

&

—

AND CROSSES, taste1NUNERALWREATH8
fully arranged and made to order
my estabol

concern

DUNN

Mr D. II. TEAG VE, of Tut »# r Village,
Writes the proprietors ol this great
remedy as
follows :
T0»keb Village, Me., July 31, I860.
Messrs. 8. W. Foulk k Co Bostou.
Gents:—I do not hesitate to recommend Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam or Wild Cukrry. for coughs
and pulmonary affections, having used it in my
for many years with great satisfaction ; indeed it has done mure good than all the other remedies 1 have tried, and their haines is legion. If all
the patent medicines in the market potss«d but a
portion of the merit of this excellent Balam. there
would be no occasion to condemn them ns humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many ot my friends
and acquaintances in this town, aud thev have found
it invaluable; and 1 hope that others w ho suffer,
may
Yours respectfully.
give it a trial.
D. H. TEAGUE.
From

Cabin.$1.60
Deck. 1.35

The

IrflwiTCM, N. II., Oct. 4,1860.
W. Fowlk k Co.—
Geuilemen,—This oei tides that for more than fourteen years 1 have treequently used Dr, Wistab's
Balsam of Wild C krey, for roughs, Colds, aud
Sore Throat, to which I, in common with the rest of
mankind, am subject, and it gives me pleasure to
say that I consider it the very best remedy for such
which 1 am ’acquainted.
eases, with
1 should
hardly kuow how to do without it.
K.T. Qt'IMBY.
Respectfully yours,
Messrs. S

years'

promptly

1/

Ipssritch Appleton Academy."
New

COURT STREET,corner of noward, Boston
is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds, Sore#, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience oi over twenty
extensive practice enables Dr. M
to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetaole. Advice Fukk.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladios of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patient# furnished with board and experienced

lett thore will be

\J U I.

From It. FELLOWS, M. D.
Hill, N. 11., Nov. 3,1860.
u
vl.
W
8.
Fowlk k Co.,—
Although I have generally a great objection to
patent medicines, lean ^but say in justice to Dr.
wwtar'h Balsam ov
ili> (iikbky, that it is a
remedy ol superior value for I*ulmonary Diseases.
1 have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to betery reliable aud efficacious in the treatment ol severe aud
loug-s*ffnding
coughs. I know of one patient, now in comfortable
health, who has taken this remedy and who, but for
its use, I consider would not now be living.
K. FELLOWS, M. D.
From E. T. QVIMB Y, M. A. Principal
of the uKey>

Surgeon,

and Cut

the victim of

ndividusA suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a singe organ, will all And immediate
and permanent relief by ths use of this Elixir or Es-

R.(J. GOODEN OW.

at

run

Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that person*
al, unless notice is given and paid lor at the rate ol
one passenger for
every $500 additional value.
Feb. 18, 1863.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

THE

1

II

••

I Wn

Boquets

follows:

solved

&

A.

effect was all that could be desired. The use of less
than one bottle relieved me entirely.
Among great
vareties ot medicines which 1 have used, 1 ha*e
found none to equal
Wistar’s." Its curative
properties in cases of cough, 1 regard as invaluable.

nosiou Line.

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 u nlock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M.

•

Itvr I/O

Burses.

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiiton and Montreal

Farcin

^be dreaded

Formerly a member of Congress from Maine, has
kindly permitted us to use his testimony in favor of
Wistar's Balsam by the following certification,
forwarded through Dr. Rust, of South Faria.
1 have tried Wietab’* Bai.bam or Wild Chkrrt lor an
exceedingly troublesome cough. The

Watkrbcey, Vt.
no via

businoss,

grew worse. 1 oame to the conclusion, as
resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told me the first
ante ol the disease, and how she had been from time
to time, which encouraged me to try her medicines.
I did so. and now my daughter is able to be around
the bouse all ol the time. She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or Inconvenience,and
1 think in a short time she will be restored to perfect
health. Since my daughter has been doctoring, I
have heard of a great many cases that Mrs. Mancht s
ter has cured. I think if any person deserves patronage, It is the one who tries to preserve the health

the last

vigor

of

la this preparation, besides the
virtues of the Cherry, there are
commingled with ito ther ingredients of like value,
thus increasing its value tenfold, and
forming a
Remedy wyose power to soothe, to heal, to relieve,
and to cure disease, exists in no other medicine
yet
discovered.

cents, 60 oents. and SI per bottle.
rTrice
H.UayandJ.W. Perkins k Co., Portland,
Mo..wholesale
agents for Maine

tlnually

of youth.
doses restore the appetite.
1 hrea bottles cure the worst case of
Impotency.
A few doses cure the low-spirited.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the check.
This medicine restores td manly
vigor and robust
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and despairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men

EVEN

^

of Vermont.

Boston, April 28.1S63.

Will, until further notice,

Lungs and Chest,

^_Py

Balsamic Elixir.

26

spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
lire years, and by a number oi physicians of all
hinds; and she has had twonty-ono applications ol
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she eon

by them pronounc-

and

SUGAR COATED.

named, and most to
disease in the whole catalogue. The power of the '* medica,
(gum" of the Wild Cherry Tree over
''
k1' this class of complaints is well known;
80 great is the good it has performed,
io *reat thc
I,0*,uJarityil hasJ

Coughs, Cold*, Whooping Cough, lYoup, Asthma,

a*

rvruauu anu

Throat,

E

and all diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
and ail diseases tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials from many of the best physicians and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. oi
Vermont; Hon. Bates Turner, late Judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
Brigade Surgeon U. 8. Army.
JOHN F. HENRY A CO., Proprietor#,
Successors to N. II. Downs,

to

day,

A few doses restore the organs of
generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manliness

E X T U R V

\\Aj|lead to the last

TUIShonost,

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.

To be
the 2Jol

C

There u scarcely one individual in
\ the community who wholly escaped
*r-Vduring a sea*ou, from someone, 1how
of the above
W ever slightly developed,
symptoms—a neglect of which migh
1+

standard old Codob Rkmkdy, made
in Vermont, has been used with entire success lor
thirty-three years. It is warr&uted as usual for

CABKYINO THE CANADIAN A D. 8. MAILS.

of the

One bottle will cure General Debility.
A few doses cure
Hysterics in females.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.

CONSUMPTION.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendance.
tanldAwly

Vegetable

men

the age.

USED FOR NEARLY

A

INCLUDING

N.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
Faisengen

The

especial

N. H. Downs's

CASK OP SPINAL DISK ASK CURED
This is to oertlfy that I wont to see Mrs. Manchester last March with a
daughter or mine troubled with

be one ot the greatest medical discoveries of

astonishing success ip curing
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throats, Jnjtu•
tn~u, Whooping Cough, ('roup, Liver
Complaint Bmncyitis, Difficulty of Breathing,
Asthma tf every
Affection of

Infirmary.

Mad* JYom the pure Balsam*

nent medical
ed to

with the most

safety

The superior son-going Steamer

Booked

It KEN

HAS

HALF

they urili find arranged for
accommodation. &.
Dr. u.’s Eclectic Renovating Vedicinesareunrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oert&in of producing relief in a short time.
xiADIEo will find it invaluable in all cases of ob•tractions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
with perfect
at all times.
8ont to any part of the oonnlry with fall directions
DR HUGHES,
by addressing
No. I Temple Street,eorncr of Middlo, Portland.

-FOR-

and

A

the old aud worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most emi-

WILD CHERRY

a

Company.

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,Room No. 6.

of modern

—OF—

Temple Street,

FIRST- TRIP

the result

WISTAR'S BALSAM

TO THE LADIES.

their

TH*

vegetable kingdom, being an
abstract method of cure, irrespec-

tive of all

composed of vegetable extracts, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined aud
highly perfumed. Price 50 cents per bottle.
jan23 dly

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need
DK.
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6
which

STEAMBOATS.

1

SAMUEL HANSON.

To Let.
No 127 Cumberland Street, now
occupied
by Mr. Isaac Ingersoil. Inquire of
^24 dtf
ST. JOHN SMITH.

HOUSE

2.30

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
6.00 p. x.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

FOGG.

Possession given

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For
and

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
Address,
DR. .J. B HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
nr*8end Stamp for circular.

p. x.

TO

MOST DELICATE.

forwarded by

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
Dill and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.(
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description*
of their disease, anu the appropriate remedies will

WINTER

CONTAINING NOTHING INJURIOUS

of

H. H. HAY, junction I ree and Middle
streets,
General Agent lor Maine. Price SI per bottle.
Kr~3oid by Druggists everywhere.

SEASON.

Is constantly receiving nnsolicited testimonials ol
the astonishing cures performed hy her. Among
many reoently received are the following, which are
commended to the notice of the afflicted. Mrs. Man*
chester may be consulted at

Purr Vkgktahle Extracts,

»bom

A few

Grow th !

HENRY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress 3ireet, Portland, Me.

There are many men at the age of 40 or 60 whoare
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep« sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. Thereofare many men who die of this
the cause, which is the
difficulty, ignorant

The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every *500 additions 1 vilue.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
II. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4,1863.
nov6

Prepared

and full

Healthy

PREPARED ONLY BY

MIDDLE AGED MLN.

given

Also, a Front Office In Hanson Block.
J»n* dtf
H J. LIB BEY & CO.

Tor Sale at

For

Down Trains.

belonging

small

x.

Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 a. x.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 6.45 a. m.

For Male.

A

a

p. x.

Portland and New York Steamer!

desin ably located lot of land
to the
heirs ol the late John West, on which the
house was recently burned, situated on Fore
Street
No 21. and running back to Sumner St.
Enquire ol
Edward Howe, at the rooms of his son, Mr.
George
M liowe, No 112 Middle street
stairs.
up
March 4. 1804.
mch6 8wood

A

9, 1863,
except-

Trains.

Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40

Island Pond at 1.10

on

FOIISALE.

Chapter 14th, Sections 30 and 32, of the Revised

THREE

No. 22 Brown
story dwelling-house
thirteen
modern

ARRANGEMENT.

a

Restore the grev to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling off—causing it to become
moist,
toft and glossu.
It will gradually darken light and flaxen hair
without dyeino it or staining the skin—being free
from silver aud other injurious chemicals, auu
truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
TRY IT, and be assured of its
over all
superiority
other preparation8.

Men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
oomplaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect oure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ises yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

p. x.

prospect,

;
1

UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

THIS B Y

nHBr

eodSw*

ornamental trees aud »hrubbery, c mmandsa beautiful
is situated iu a good community, and
is out an hoars ridetrom Portland on ibe Grand
Truuk Railroad. A largo garden belongs to it, well
stocked with young an•* thrifty fruit trees in full
bearing, (24 apple trees.) Pr ce £1700.
For further information applv to F. Yeaton, FryeburgMe., Seth Haskell, near the premises, or
ALBION KEITH, 139-Middle Street
feb25 3tawtf
Portland.

New and

Young

WINTER

(with the exception of very
where the roots, germs aud sheaths
away, or, by reason ol age. become

MRS. MANCHESTER

OR, ESSENCE OF LIFE.

entirely new

all casks

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO

Of Canada.

diseased state to

corr e

disorganized ) promote

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

RAILWAY

or

NATURAL. COLOR

It will in
have all

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

Leave
at 100 P.M.
Leave Skowhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 35 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. II. CUSHMAN, Superintendent
Augusta, Nov., 1863.
janl tf

A

rooms

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN

pathological

aged people,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follows:
Portland for Bath, Augusta and Skow hegan

a

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

Rejuvenating Elixir is
rpHK
discoveries in the

and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
and papiila‘ccou8 secretion#,
supplying the hair
with that nutritious element iu which tue blood is
deficient, and removing the accumulated excess of
daudruff and humor, making a most Delightful
Dressing, well aud agreeably perfumed,thus afford-ing a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.

AH who have committed an excess of
any kind,*
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

rMHnan

Land

Iu

THE

portuniiy

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oommenoing Nov. 9, 186S.

FOB SAFE.
PLEASANT Country Seat, at New Glouoeeter,
Lower Corner. The stand formerly occupied
by K. 1 erfon, as a Home Bcho.-l, is offered for sale.
The house a~d ell, both two story, the latter new,
contain fffeen finished rooms, a good cellar, aud au
abundance of pur», soft water, wood house aud stable cennected. The place is adorned with snade and

J&Mr

poor

p.m.

li*ir

a

BFjING A TRUE
Renmator and Restorer of Hair

Every intelligent

Portland to Skowhegan.

TRUNK

18

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

repair.

The three

intermediate stations at 1.10

Pathological

standard preparation that lias been thoroughly
tested; its composition is in strict accordance
with hygienic rules and scientific
principles—is not
the epheineraUproduction of a day, but the result ol
long and patient study, experimeut and research,

can

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out from
general use should
have their efhcaoy established by weil-tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose preparatory study fits him tor all the
duties he must fulfill;* yet the
country is flooded with
nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
best in the world, wbich are not
only useless, but al*
ways injurious. The unfortunate should be partioular in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertable fact that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by in&Urcatinent from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it is a point gent-rally conceded
by the best sypliilographers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, bavin? neither onnor time to make himself
acquainted with
their pathology, commonly
pusrues one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, Mercury.

_M.EDICAL.

t)R. WRIGHT'S

HAIR RENOVATOR

cess.

principal

Standish Corner, on which is a
half House, with suitable out-build

v';;;' Street, containing

P.M.

arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. x., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains oonnect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a. x.t and returning is due inPortland at 1 p. m
stations,
Stages connect with trains at
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORbE,Sup’t.
line.
docl4
Watervllle, November, 1S63.

Kuo.,

I

6.64
6.06
6.22
6.30

9 Green St.

General

O^oree D. Ramsay, Chief of Ordnance, Washington,
0, and W'll be endorsed
vropo*als for fior*e
GKO. D. RAMSAY,
Equipment*
D.

Bangor and

GRAND

Possession given immediately,
fitandish. March 12. 1K64.

Jfty

The Department reserves 1 be right to reject any
or ail bids, if not deemed
satisfactory.

a

A.M.

WHERE

RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 ▲. x., and

It contains 2s acres ol laud
good
mgs,
aud a fair orchard; is within one hour’s ride ol
the York fc Cumberland Railroad, aud commands a
fine view of Portland and the White Mountains,
lu the immediate neighborhood are three churches
and the best of schools.
The placo is every way a
desirable location tor lit ah h and eomfort.
The
buildings will be sold, it desired, with one or two
acres of laud; and one-halt «*f the purchase money
may remain on mortgage for a term 01 years. A
plan of the premises can be seen by cabiDg on E. H.
BLAhK.
at Gorham Corner, * nd at the store
of Messrs. Phiibrick & Emery, at Btandish Corner.

PROPOSALS will be received by this Department
until TUESDAY, Maic* 16, at 4 P. M., for the delivery, at the following Araeual*, of ftiuKSE EQUIPMENTS United State!- Cavalry pa tern, as hereinafter specified :
At the New York Arsenal, 8.000 aetf.
At the Frankford Arsenal, 6,tfJ0 ww.
At the Alleghany Artcual, 6 0O sets.
At the Cincinnati Depoi.
3,o00 seta.
At the St. couis Arsenal, 3,UU0 acts.
These seta of Horse Equipments arc to be furnished complete, except thu horse-brush, cui ry-cornh.
lariat picket-piu liuk, aud blanket. The curb auu
wateringfbits,mail.cable iron hardware, and -.tirrupn,
are to
conform strictly in pattern and finish to

tract and bond

For

Farm for Hale,

at

A.M.

he

KlUir!

R.

P-_H.

Berry’s

MEDICAL ROOMS,

be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
®r!H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warrantee in Guar*
ahtbbino A Cure in all
Case*, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the
system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned
reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance ol his skill and suc-

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trank
iQEE9HStation, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 A.M.

«l*r

OFtiCE,

War Dkpautmknt,
Washington, Februarj 23,1864.

•iarnatures.
Each partv obtaining a contract will be obliged to
enter into bonds, with approved sureties, for its
faithful execution.
Upon the award beiug made, successful bidders
will be notified, and furnished with forms of con-

(iu>ininn,\o

2.05
2.13
2.20
2.36
2.56
8.06

6.30
6.42
6.49

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

THERE iK a large garden ( ofthe richest soil,
lii! Fruit trees, Current, Goocbtrrv bashes. &c.,j
in the rear of the house, which is b undea on
two courts.
1 he lot contains 10,000 square feet
being a desirable investment, as by a small outlay it
will commaud a large rent, it is a desirable location
for a Hotel, being within IK) feet of Congress St.
It will be sold at Public Auction on Tuesday the
29th day of March, at 12 M. A plan ot the same can
be seen and unv mlnlormationfobtained ol GEO. IE
CUblJMAN, 306 Cougress Street, or A. B. STEPHENSON, 121 Commercial Street.
Port and, March 18th, 1864.
mnl.lfi

those deposited at the Arsenals above named. I he
trees are to be of the regulation pattern, assorted
•ires—not less than 31|tnchcB between the bars on the
inside of, the pommel, the side bars of hard white
w od or t%aeh wood, the
pommels and cauilc-s of
beech, well put together; a 1 ihe irons one-tenth of
an inch thick, and all let into the wood ; to lie covered with toe best slaughtered cow-hide; ail other
covering to be rejected. The tre** to be subject to
inspection during all stage* ot the mauulac uie, but
tbe equipments will be inspected at the Arsenal*
wh're delivered.
Deliveries must be made in lots of not less than
sets per week for all contracts of 500 s ts or under; one haudred seU per wef-k for all contracts of
from 600 up to 1,000 sets; two hundred sets
per w eek
for alt contracts of f. oin 1,000 to 2,000 sets; and five
hundred sat per week fur a 1 oontracts of from 2,000
to 6,000 set-*. The first delivery to be made on tLe
2d dav of Ap>il, 1 Sol
Failure tu make deliveries at a specified time will
subject the coutraotor to a forfeiture of the number
he may fail to deliver at that time
No bids will be considered from parties other than
regular manufacturers, aud such us aie known to
this Department to be fully comp*tent to execute in
their own shops the work proposed for.
Bidders will enclose with the.r bids the written
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their own

van

1.60

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

For Sale.

|

8.00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.35
8.62
9.00

B.

HIJOIIES

No. 5 Temple Street,

3.30
9.30
Saco River for Portland, at
6.00
3.38
9.40
Buxton Centre.
6.12
do
8
66
10.00
do
6.46
Gorham,
4.07
7.00 10.15
do
Sacoarappa,
10.22
4.11
7.08
Cumberland Mills, do
7.15 10.30 4.18
do
Morrill's,
4.30
7.30 11.46
Arrive at
do
the
6.00 A.M. train
The 1.50 P.M. train out and
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.
dtf
Oct. 22.1883.

old orchard, contaiuing varieties of apples, pears,
he
Al-o abundance oi garden fruits. Cuts about
ten tons of bay yearly, is finely watered by an
ever livid* brook spring-, Ac
Has a fine row of
old shade e m trees oa the county road; and, altogether, embraces such superior advantages for the
purchaser, that those wishing to buy are incited to
call ana exaraiuo for themselves.
Wi.l exchange for good d«y or vessel property.
Apply to J. A. MliCUELE, on the pr#mses, or
W. W. 11A KRIS,
145 Commercial Street, Portland.
mchlS eodlm
Freeport, Marcn 16,1*64.

_

ORDVA\( K

Buxton Centre,
Arrive at

utes

no desire to conceal any matter connected with the
administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be convenient, perhaps, to notify your attorney to
oall upon me, aud 1 will immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, and with the

■OW MUCH OVER 20 PER CENT OF THAT DIVIDEND,
92.16, WILL I BE LIKELY TO REALIZE ?
D. T. CHASE,
Assignee of Smith A Stratton.
K. B. '*Th* Probate Rkcordb” speak in black
and white. (See report qf Committee qf Nine.) The
Administratrix has already spoken as follows
This may certify that Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) was retained as Counsel to adjust
the affair* pertaining to my late husband s estate, as
might best tend for my iuterest,and that of the heir*
at law. He was not employed to buy up the
CLAIMS AGAINST THE ESTATE FOR 20 PER CENT. FOR
BieowN benefit. Had there been no assets, he
would have expected pay, and been paid, for all the
•errioes which he rendered.
Catherine B. Rounds.
Portland .July 11. 1868.
oc20 TuThAStf

Gorham,

are finely located, and afford a delight'Ui prospettof scenery. It is within five minwalk f om station of said railroad, village
stores, meeting-houses, schools, &c. It has a large

same
Stratton,
York,
April 12th, 1862:
*‘Our County Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. 1 propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administrstrix.I have

Administratrix.
If it is requisite to employ “boms attorney
here’’ “to oall upon” strout, so that he (Strout)
ean “immediately put him” (this “bome attorney
EERB”) “tw communication with the Probate Records, and with the Administratrix," in order to get
*Thb Dividend”(oii 954.64)—“910.80” out of Strout,

Sacoarappa,

bec Railroad.
The t>ui dings

flroin “along winded yarn”
EXTRACTS
C. 8trout (Howard A Strout) to
A
New
the

P. M.

do
do
do
do
do
do

Cumberland Mills,

I>p Hi ruble Farm for Sale.
subscriber offers for sale a very valuable real
JL estate, situated in the pleasant village of Freeport, containing about 28 acres of good land, with a
tw u-atory dwelling bouse, out-buildings, si abb- ana
barn all iu good repair. The above was the homestead of the late J. \V. Mitchell. It has a front en
the county road from Portland to Brunswick, of
about So rods, with rear line on Portland tf Kenne-

Yours, Ac.,
“Howard A Strout.”
Note—Sec. 47 of 113 Chanter ol Revised statutes,
will oonstitute one qf the cnirf spokes in the wheel qf
Funr A Co.
dec8 TuThAStf

Saco River,

P.M.

B.

MEDICAL.
__

BK FOUND AT Hll

PRIVATE

14,1864,

A. M.

at

J.
OAK

On and after Monday, March
Trains will leavo as follows:

Portland lor
Morrill's

tllllE

"legal proceedings.

ell

nBwiwwr;<n

occupied by Edward Btalfl,

c.nd

supple

DH.

WINTEB AKKANGEMENT8.

Yarmouth, owned

uart of North

mast be as oily as a mountain of blubber,
in the back as an eel, as bland as a summer’s morning, and wear o.i his treacherous phiz a
perpetual smirk. His name must be Peter Punk. I
propose to constitute the Company, and will bo as
pious, as dignified, and as pompous as an old woodchuck, cocked up onhis hind legs near his hole in
clover time. “The chief end ok man” with Funk
A Co. will be to feather their nest, and skin all who
In anticipation of having our
come in their way.
shingle out at an early day. I advise all the crooked
old sticks about to
the <ir«0,” instead or
fating thkik debts, to sell, or
pretend to sell, all
they have, real estate and all, without security, on a
credit of six
the widows, in due time,
be severally installed as “the administratrix," aud
we their legal advisers.
As fast as the assets come
into our hands, “mg learned Brother,” otherwise
called “Brother Funk," will trine/to the right and
left among the creditors, with the sinosity of a
snake, and with the scissors of Delilah,
away 80
cent of their respective claims, or iu other words
must lie “like the devil,“ “pull the wool”
over their eyes, and get all the claims assigned to
I). T. CHASE.
himself for 20 per cent.
N. B. No one need
whose Qualifications are
mot up to the chalk, and who cannot produce a piece
Of composition equal to the following:
“Portland. July 2.1861.
“Mr. D. T. Chape—Sir —Mr. W. T. Kilborn
“bolds a note for about 91800 against D. Libby and
“endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is unpaid. He
“instructs us to commence suit against you under
118, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
“double th« amount of the property fraudulently
“conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you deslrt
“to settle the matter, you can do so immediately,
“without farther costs, otherwise we shall institute
ner.
M
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York A Cumberland Railroad.

The trnrm widely .and favorably
known as tb© col. Jabe* C. Cushman **rm* situated in
the north

_

A/$mLr'\

to the
a Part-

RAILROADS._

or

accompanied by DEBILITT

or a

LOW

STATE OF THE SYSTEM
Be ing free from Alcohol in any form, its
entryi ing
ejects are not fotlosoed by corresponding reaction,
but are p rmaueut, laiusiug stuknuth, vinos and
**w Lira into all parts of tbs
system, alid building
up an IKON CONSTITUTION:
It isan exoe laut substitute for
where a stimulant is needed.
The
of

following

names are

testimonials,

taken from

which will be sent

aaares*,

Rev.

Ine

John Pierpont,

Rev. Warren Burton,
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,

or

onr

Brandy

immchleS
to any

lr%i

Lewis

Johnson. M. D.,
Roswell Elnney, M. D.,
S. H. Kendall, M. D..

Rev, Uurdon Kobius,
W. R. Chisholm, M. D.,
Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, Jose Antonio Snnches, M. D.
Rot. T. Starr King,
Marcclio Aranda, M. D.,
Rev. Ephraim Nute, Jr., A. A Hayes, M. D.,
W There can be but one stronger proof than the
testimony sff such men as these, and that is a pease is a
tui al.
ft has cured thousands sobers other
remedies haes failed to girt relief, and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to girt it a tries/.
For nvsparsiA and allcimoxic imnAsns, Characterized by DaaiLiTY.it is a Specific.
Prepared as heretofore by N. L. CLARK A CO.

—For Sale by—
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., IS Tr^moat it., Boston
1. P. DINSMORE, 491
Broadway. New York;
and by aU Druggi-is.
tebU deed A vrtow 3m

•

